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CHAPTER 1 
In American society, the goals of the school are inter-
preted by conflictin3 viewpoints. The conflict arises out 
of the differine; philosophical perspectives vib.ich focus upon 
the nature of the school and upon its relationship to the 
larger society. Only at the most ceneral level does one 
find some consensus about goals. For example, David Goslin 
claims that most schools set out to serve society by (1) trans-
mitting the culture; (2) supporting the discovery of new know-
ledge; (3) allocating individuals to positions in society.1 
In spite of the fact that these goals are general, analysis 
shows that there is conflict and confusion surrounding them. 
To illustrate, the conflict inherent in Goslin's first 5oal 
may be cited. Teachers are expected to transmit and preserve 
our cultural heritage. It is assumed that the values to be 
transmitted are what may be called the core values of American 
society. Although core values are relatively stable, they 
may seem to shift because of a new expression, or they may 
be undergoing essential transformation. Today, the latter 
alternative is true as our society experiences a pervasive 
and deep change of values. Predictions of the effect which 
1 
2 
this chnncing pattern of values will have on tomorrow's 
society 8re impossible to make. The conflict is obvious. 
?eachers C<.re expected to transmit inherited values which 
s~e rapidly being transforced in order to prepare students 
for a future v.rhich is unknovm. 
Conflict is due not only to the uncertainties and con-
fusion surroundin6 the goals of formal educ&tion , but also to 
the r2.nge of differing and sometimes contradictory e:x:pecta-
tions about the role of the teacher '\::i thin the school cor:nmn-
i t:.~. Teachers have to deal v1i th the expectations v;hich 
c-,dministrators have for their role. They are also vulner-
able to pressures concerning their role from other sroups: 
school board members, community organizations and parents. 
Public support for mass education brousht 1:1i th it the oppor-
tunity for the public to oversee the school's activities. 
This supervision can impinge on the autonomy \vhich teachers 
feel is their right as professionals. Teachers do not ask 
for complete independence, but for the opportunity to direct 
matters that are of a professional nature, such as decisions 
regarding curriculum, teaching method, and selection of 
materials. 
f·1uch has been written concerning the effect Hhich the 
above conflicts have on the role of American teachers. It 
is the purpose of this study to attempt a measurement of role 
conflict arising from these sources as well as from the ap-
parent lack of career opportunities within the profession. 
Association between role conflict and different tJ~es of 
3 
clossroom organization will t~en be examined. Since the 
past ten ye&rs have witnessed n renewed interest in meeting 
the needs of the individual student through alternate modes 
o: s-::oucturinc the clc:ssroom, it is approprirJ.te to investi-
,,~te the possible effect3 the ne';l structures na;;" hGve on roJ_e 
conflict for teachers. Finally the relationship between 
l~ol e confJ ict c:md selected personal che.racteristics of 
teachers will be ex~mined. 
Statement of the ProbJe~ 
This study, therefore, aics to excmine the role conflict 
oi the teacher principally as it nrises ~rom the conflicting 
dem~nds ~ade directly or indirectly by the ~oals of school-
ing. More specifically, the study me~sures the desree of 
role conflict (both thn_t persone_lljr e:::perienced Hi thin the 
tec:,cher and that observed in other teachers) c_nd its relation-
ship to classroom organization and to particular teacher 
characteristics. A major h:1pothesis of this study ~tlill be 
that a definite relationship does exist between role conflict 
end organizational patterns within the school. 
According to Nusgrove <:md Taylor, "changes in the orgo.n-
ization of education end more seneral processes of social 
chsne;e a-re combining to L'lake a troubled teaching profession." 2 
They further state that teachers feel their status is 
2?. I·1usgrove and P.H. Taylor, Societ~ and the Teacher's 
Role (Lcndon: Routledge and Keg~~ Paul, 1;69), p. 43. 
4 
threatened \•:here school reorganizc:tion has occurred since 
there is anxiet;y and uncertainty about their ne\•J role. 3 
For the purposes of this study, chan.::;es in the organi-
zation of educe:.tion vJill be defined according to a spectrum 
rD.nging from a "traditional t:vpe" of cl:: ssrooo, ;;here the 
te::;cher plans the objectives, mater:_als and rates of learn-
ing, to an 11 open type" of cle.ssroom where the student pl;:ms 
his m·m objectives, materials and rate of learning. The type 
of classroom organization will be ascertained throu[h a sur-
ve"J' developed according to u model :;f the curricular and in-
structional process suggested by Smith c::nd Keith. 4 The model 
represents five levels of classroom orsanizGtion as follows: 
1. Traditional All children using the same books 
and materials, moving at the 
2. Individualization: 
variation in rate 
3. Individualization: 
the same goals but 
varied materials 
and rates 
4. Individualization: 
different goals, 
different materials, 
and varying rates 
same rate towards the same 
goals. 
Possible variation in starting 
point; soce children move 
through the material faster. 
Children EXe directed toward 
the same outcomes but may branch 
into special material (often 
remedial). 
Pupils work tm-1ard different 
ends \'lhich involve different 
materials and varying rates 
as well. 
3rn general, the phrase "reorganization of the school" 
is used by these researchers to refer to broad changes in 
English education, such as the gradual disappearance of the 
clearly defined differences between gr&mmar and secondary 
modern schools. 
4L.r-I. Smith and P.r1. Keith, Anatomy of Educe.tional In-
novation: An Or anizational Anal sis of an Elementar. School 
Nevl York: John ~ll. ey and ons, 1 7 • 
5 
5. Individualization: 
pupil choice in 
soals, oaterials, 
and rates 
Pupils determine ends, means, 
and rates of progress. 
In this stud:<', teachers \·Till be categorized according 
to their perception of how they organize for teaching. For 
exaople, a teacher v:ho plans the same objectives and mater-
ials for the whole class and has the expectation that all 
students finish at approximately the same time will be classi-
fied as a "traditional" teacher. The five levels of the 
model represent five possible groups of teachers to be 
formed from survey results. 
A survey \oJill also be utilized to measure role conflict. 
The instrlli~ent to be used is based on one developed by Ger-
ald R. Grace '\'lho studied the intra-role conflicts of one 
hundred and fifty (150) English secondary school teachers 
5 in a prosperous Hidland borough. This writer used Grace's 
instrument and added items, judged from the literature to be 
relevant for American teachers, to each of the four areas 
designed by the author. Grace's instrument is modeled on 
the Getzel-Guba format6 in ~:1hich subjects are asked to respond 
to each of the items on the survey twice. The purpose of the 
repetition is to measure role conflict on two levels--experi-
enced conflict for the teacher himself and perceived conflict 
5Gerald R. Grace, Role Conflict and the Teacher (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 19?2). 
6J. \1. Getzels and E.G. Guba, "The Structure of Roles 
and Role Conflict in the Teaching Situationl" Journal of 
Educational Sociology 29 (Sept. 1955): 30-3~. 
6 
in other teachers. The measures of role cor:flict 1·lill serve 
as the clependent variables for the study and \vill be dis-
cussed in Ch~pter 3. 
The scope of the present study should be stated. The 
viTiter docs not intend to study the effects of role con-
flict, hut merely the deGree of conflict experienced and per-
ceived by teachers as it varies with classroom organization. 
For exa~ple, Johnson? claios that the assumption is [enerally 
made that role conflict lessens the teacher's satisfaction 
i·Ii th his \·lOrk and affects his performance. Charters8 like-
wise states that role conflict is both disYtlptive and ten-
sion-proclucing and causes anxieties if there is prolonsed 
exposure. Verification of these and similar ideas related 
to the consequences of role conflict is not the intent of 
this study. 
Significance of the Study 
The thesis and scope of tr.~e study having been outlined, 
it is appropriate that its potential significance for educa-
tional practice be discussed. During their ovm elementary, 
high school, and college schooling, teachers have been social-
ized into a set of role expectations which are for the most 
part tradition-bound. The teaching role, as they learned to 
7navid ~·l. Johnson, The Social Psycholof, of Education 
(Ne\v York: Holt, Rinehart ru1d Winston, 1970~ p. 63. 
e,v. vi. Charters, "The Social Background of Teaching," in 
Handbook of Research on Teaching, ed. W.L. Gage (Chicago: 
Rand McNally and Co., 1963), pp. 715-814. 
7 
idealize it, put each of them in the center of the classroom. 
It was the teacher who determined the goals, chose the mater-
ials to be used by the student towards these goals, set the 
norms for measuring the successful achievement of the goals 
and evaluated the students' attempts to achieve these goals. 
In many schools today, however, the individualized program 
places the studerrt in the center of the classroom e.nd the tea-
cher in the wings, so that the latter can prompt the student 
\vhen he feels the need of help. This shift of position be-
tween student and teacher represents a significant change for 
the teacher. Thus the present study attempts to discover, 
first, whether teachers in an individualized type of class-
room situation personally eA~erience more role conflict than 
teachers in a traditional classroom; and secondly, whether the 
teacher in the individualized type of classroom perceives 
more role conflict in other teachers than does the teacher 
in the traditional classroom. 
The question is significant because of the traditionally 
diffuse nature of the role obligation of teachers. As Wilson 
states it: 
• • • the business of socializing children--of motivat-
ing, inspiring and encouraging them, of transmitting 
values to them, awakening in them a respect for facts 
and a sense of critical appreciation--all of this is 
unspecific •••• The role obligation is diffuse, dif-
ficult to delimit, and the activities of the role are 
highly diverse.9 
Likel:lise, Wilson points out that diffuse roles in which 
9Bryan R. Wilson, "The Teacher's Role--A Sociological 
Analysis," British Journal of Sociology 13 (March 1962): 22. 
8 
11 there is a high conmitment to other people are subject to 
considersble internal conflicts e,nd insecurities."10 If 
there ere conflicts intrinsic to the teacher's role, do 
these intensify for the teacher in a classroom where the 
goals are more diffuse, i.e., in the individualized class-
room? Individualized programs require teachers to plan 
special activities for each child. Special activities re-
quire that diagnosis and prescription precede their planning. 
Eastery hc:.s to be secondary to learning. Variations in learn-
ing tJ~e, ability and background must be taken into account 
by the teacher. In sum, the activities of the teacher in 
the individualized classroom are even more difficult to de-
limit and are more diverse than the activities of the teacher 
in the traditional clsssroom. Thus, it appears that role con-
flict for the individualized teacher is greater than for the 
traditional te&cher. A fuller description of the individual-
ized programs typical of the districts cooperating in this 
study will be given in Chapter 3. 
Other significant aspects of this study concern the 
points of conflict: namely, ambiguity of goals, transforma-
tion in values, lack of autonomy and the obstacles to career 
mobility. These areas of conflict will be tested according 
to the type of classroom organization from tvvo perspectives--
personal experience of conflict \vi thin the teacher, and his 
or her observance of conflict in others. 
10Ibid., p. 27. 
9 
Theoretical Fre.mev10rk 
·The theoretical frame-:,10rk that is the basis for this 
study is the "pD.ttern veris.ble" scheme formulated by 'I'alcott 
F2rsons as part of his Gener~l Theory of Action. 11 The 
meaning of the pattern variables is rooted in the theory of 
action, and something of that theory nust be presented before 
the pattern ve.riables can be defined. 
The point of reference for all terms in the theory of 
action is the action of an individual actor or of a collec-
ti vi ty of .:::.ctors. Action is defined as "behavior oriented to 
the attainment of ends in situations, by ceans of the norma-
tively regulated expenditure of energy."12 Parsons claims 
that action hc-;s an orientation "when it is guided by the mean-
ing 'l:lhich the actor atta.ches to it in its relationship to his 
interests and goals.n 13 Each orientation of action includes 
not only the actor but also a set of objects of orientation 
·v1hich are classified as being either nonsocial or social. 
Nonsocial objects are those vlhich are physical objects or 
accumulated cultural resources. Social objects are individual 
actors and collectivities. 
The orientation to objects necessitates selection and 
choice. There are tvJO considerations involved in all in-
stances of choosing a selected alternative. First, there is 
the actor's motivational orientation, derived from the actor's 
11Talcott Pa.rsons and Edvmrd A. Shils, eds., Towards a 
Genera.l Theory of Action (Nevi York: Harper and Ro\·1, 1951). 
12Ibid., p. 53. l3Ibid., p. 4. 
10 
sensitivity to the possible rewards or deprivations which a 
situation may provide in terms of his needs. Second, there 
is his value orientation based in expectations acquired from 
past experiences concerning the appropriate criteria for de-
ciding among alternatives. 
Parsons has postulated that actors select from both 
motivational and value orientations tvhen they choose in any 
social situation. Specifically, he maintains, "the actor 
must make five specific dichoto~ous choices before any situ-
ation tvill have a determinate meaning. 1114 The pattern vari-
ables are the five dichotomies which formulate these choice 
alternates. Any specific action is characterized by a pattern 
of these five choices. 
One side of the dichotomy must be chosen by an actor 
before the meaning of a situation is fixed for him. Conse-
quently, it is only after the choice has been made that he 
can act with respect to that situation. 
The five basic pattern variables are: 
1. affectivity - affective neutrality 
2. self-orientation - collectivity-orientation 
3. universalism - particularism 
4. ascription - achievement 
5. specificity - diffuseness 
The pattern variables are used to distinguish the as-
pects of any social relationship. Thus, according to Par-
sons, every time we act, and in each role in which we act, 
we are emphasizing one or another side of the five basic 
14Ibid., p. 76. 
11 
divisions. For example, the actor may stress either speci-
ficity (that is, his relationship will be limited to a nar-
rmvly defined exchange) or diffuseness (his involvement will 
extend over a \vide rane;e of problems or relationships). The 
choice that is made is a learned response and dependent upon 
the actor's socialization. 
According to Farson's conceptual scheme, the rights and 
duties, specifying the actions of incumbents in their roles, 
are defined by the pattern variables. Furthermore, roles may 
often be characterized by the emphasis placed on one or other 
side of the five basic divisions. The teacher's role in the 
hi~h school may be said to be affectively neutral since it is 
not ideally guided by emotions but rather by instrumental or 
moral considerations. In relating to students, the teacher 
should be guided by the performance of the students (achieve-
ment), not by previously assumed qualities (ascription). 
Universal criteria should be applied in grading the students 
rather than particularistic standards, such as looks, person-
ality, likableness, and so on. However, this is not to say 
that the other pattern does not intrude in the above rela-
tionships since the two sides are not independent. It is 
precisely this intrusion that often causes tension and a 
sense of dilemma. Nonetheless, choices must be made by an 
individual before a situation can have a fixed meaning. 
Since this study, however, is primarily concerned \v.lth 
role conflict accruing from the diffuse nature of the teach-
er's role expectations, the other pattern variables 
12 
(affectivity versus affective neutrality; universalism ver-
sus particularism; ascription versus achievement; and self-
orientation versus collectivity-orientation) will not be 
exaDined in detail. Further ciiscussion of the pattern vari-
ables \vill center on the specificity versus diffuseness 
category of the scheme. 
On the social system lev~l, Parsons defines specific-
ity-diffuseness as follows: 
Diffuseness: the role expectation that the role incum-
bent, at the relevant choice point, v;ill accept any 
potential sicnificance of a social object, including 
oblic;ation to it, i'lhich is compatible with his other 
interests and obligations, and that he will give pri-
ority to this expectation over any disposition to con-
fine the role-orientation to a specific range of sig-
nificance of the object. 
Specificity: the role expectation that the role incum-
bent, at the relevant choice point, will be oriented 
to a social object only ivithin a specific range of its 
relevance as a cathectic object or as an instrumental 
cathectic object or as an instrumental means of condi-
tion and that he v;ill ~i ve priority to this expectation 
over any disposition.l7 
The diffuseness of the teacher's role is obvious. The 
obligations of the role are open-ended and lack specificity. 
The teacher cannot guarantee high achievement scores, intern-
alization of 11 X11 number of values, or formation of habits 
deemed desirable in our society. However, the open-endedness 
of the role does not preclude specific obligations from aris-
ing and from demanding response. The need for specificity 
of responsibility and obligation might be a function of the 
te.acher' s personality. He might have a need to see results 
15rbid., p. 84. 
13 
in the form of hic;h test scores, or a 11 1.vell-disciplined11 
class. On the other hand, conflict arisins fro~ the diverse 
nature of the role might be intensified by the conflictinG 
opinions over \vhat should be happening in the classroom. 
Parents, school board members, fellO\v teachers, and princi-
pals can all contribute to this type of conflict. Trans-
mission of values in a pluralistic society is another source 
of conflict exacerbated by the diffuse nature of the role. 
The values which the school is supposed to transmit are often 
not the values to which the children are e}.rposed in other 
environments important to their lives. These are only a fev1 
of the examples which could be cited to illustrate the ten-
sion that can occur because of the open-ended nature of the 
teacher's role and expectations. 
In summary, the pattern variable scheme of Talcott 
Parsons constitutes the theoretical frame\•Jork for this 
study. Thus, it is assumed that one or the other side of 
the five basic patterns is emphasized each time one acts, 
and in each role in which one acts. Only one, namely the 
diffuseness-specificity patterns, has been singled out for 
this research because this patterns is generally accepted 
as being a source of conflict for teachers. 
Hypotheses 
Given the emphasis on the importance of the diffuseness-
specificity dimension for the understanding of potential 
teacher role conflict, the following hypotheses vlill be 
investiGated in this study: 
Eo3: 
H 5" --o • 
Role conflict will not be vreater for teachers 
in inQividualized classroo~s than for teachers 
in mixed or traditional classrooms. 
Role conflict over the ruJbiguity of educational 
goals \·Jill not be r.:;ree.ter for teachers in indi-
vidualized classrooms than for teachers in mixed 
or traditional classrooms. 
Role conflict over lack of autonomy will not be 
greater for teachers in individualized class-
roo~s than for teachers in mixed or traditional 
classrooms. 
Role conflict over divergence in values between 
society and school will not be greater for teach-
ers in individualized classrooms than for teach-
ers in mixed or traditional classrooms. 
Role conflict over the commitment vs. career 
dilemma will not be greater for teachers in 
individualized classrooms than for teachers in 
mixed or traditional classrooms. 
Definition of Terms 
Definitions of terms essential to an understanding of 
this study are as follows: 
Role conflict. Conflict produced by the real or per-
ceived tenslon between the dimensions of specificity and 
diffuseness that are intrinsic to the role of the teacher. 
Perceived conflict. Extent to which certain situations 
are seen as problems for other teachers and, therefore, a 
source of role conflict. 
Experienced conflict. Extent to which certain situa-
tions are experienced personally by teachers as problematic, 
and, therefore, a source of role conflict. 
Role conflict will be measured on both the perceptual and 
experiential levels in the following four areas: 16 
16
wilson, op. cit., p. 27. 
1. conflict intrinsic to the role because of its 
diverse obligations. 
15 
2. conflict deriving from the diverse expectations of 
other members of the teacher's role-set. 
3. conflict arising from divergent value-commitments 
of the role and of the vlider society. 
4. conflict stemming from commitments to the role and 
commitments to the career line. 
Traditional classroom. A classroom in which objectives, 
materials and rate of learning are determined by the teacher 
for the v1hole class. 
I•Iixed classroom. A classroom in \vhich there is varia-
tion of objectives, materials and rates of learning in terms 
of one or two of these elements being planned for the indi-
vidual rather than for the \vhole class. Classrooms in which 
enrichment and remediation are provided are examples of this 
type of classroom. 
Individualized classroom. A classroom in which objec-
tives, materials and rates of learning are determined on an 
individual basis rather than on a lockstep basis for the 
whole class. 
Total perceived conflict. A measure of conflict deter-
mined by summing the four measures of perceived conflict in 
others as outlined above. 
Total experienced conflict. Measure of conflict deter-
mined by summing the four measures of conflict on the exper-
iential level as outlined above. 
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Sumnary 
This study will focus on intra-role conflict for teach-
ers, i.e., conflict intrinsic to the nature of the teacher's 
role. The particular aspect of the role that 'i..,rill be inves-
tisated is its diffuseness. Diffuse roles are those in 
which the range of obligations defined by role expectations 
are fairly open-ended. Tensions arise due to specific expec-
tations that must be met despite the unlimited com8itment 
to other people which a diffuse role demands. Conflict will 
be measured on tvm levels--experienced and perceived. r·1eas-
ures of conflict \·Till then be related to organization pat-
terns of classroom by catecorizing teachers on the basis of 
perceived planning of objectives, materials and rates of 
learning for their students. Finally the relationship between 
role conflict and selected personal characteristics will be 
investigated. 
CHAPTER 2 
REVIE\·,T OF THE LITERATURE 
The educational literature abounds vli th many empirically 
untested assertions regarding what constitutes the sources 
of role conflict for teachers. The first section of this 
review will draw on some of these assertions as they relate 
to the situations described in the role conflict instrument 
utilized for this study. Secondly, empirical studies inves-
tigatins role conflict, both intra- and inter-role, will be 
reported. The concluding section will cite studies designed 
to investigate different organizational structures within 
the school and their effects on teachers. 
Sources of Role Conflict 
Wilson1 suggests four possible categories of problem 
situations for teachers. All four categories are related 
to the diffuseness of the teacher's role which demands high 
commitment to other people. He maintains that roles involv-
ing high commitment to other people "are subject to consider-
able internal conflicts and insecurities. 112 The first area 
conceptualized as problematic for teachers arises from the 
1wilson, 11 The Teacher's Role: A Sociological Analysis, 11 
pp. 15-32. 
2Ibid., p. 27. 
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diffuse obligations of the role. In a similar vein, Loug-
las Rugh writes: 
No one in America has set clear limits or boundaries 
of responsibility for the public school teacher •••• 
The teacher is caught not only in the dilemma of role 
conflict but is continually frustrated in attempting 
to reach goals that are both impossible and profes-
sionally illegitimate.3 
Narie Wirsing examines American attempts to provide a 
basis for developing curricula through formulating statements 
of the major purposes and goals. She summarizes these at-
tempts as follows: 
Unfortunately, these efforts to achieve verbal agreement 
on educational goals have promoted the practice of giv-
ing lip service to the stock words and phrases that 
describe the goals, in the belief that everyone inter-
prets them the same. In reality the classroom teacher 
is confronted with a set of glittering generalities 
which presumably serve as guidelines for teaching.4 
Addressing the issue of goals as problems for American 
schools and their personnel, David Svvift asserts that: 
• • • the goals of the American public school • • • are 
vague, overly ambitious, and contradictory. Being 
vague, they do not provide meaningful guides for deci-
sions on specific, day-to-day issues. Being overly 
ambitious, they force schools to try to do many things, 
\•li th the result that f e"~tl things are done "~llell. And 
being contradictory, schools sometimes work for mutu-
ally exclusive ends, so that success in one area auto-
matically means failure in another.5 
Related to goal ambiguity is the consequent difficulty 
3Douglas Rugh, "The American Teacher - Victim of Role 
Inflation," Journal of Teacher Education 12 (Narch 1961): 54. 
4Narie E. Wirsing, Teaching and Philosoph~: A Synthesis 
(Boston: Houghton I'1ifflin Company, 1972), p. 4 • 
5David W. Swift, ed., American Education: A Sociologi-
cal View (Boston: Houghton I1ifflin Company, 1976), pp. 49-50. 
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that teachers have in assessing what they have actually ac-
complishe6 in the classroom. Kelsall and Kelsall state the 
issues in this \·Jay: 
Indeed the conflicts and insecurities ar1s1ng from the 
diverse obligations society has attached to the teach-
er's role are almost endless. To appreciate this one 
has only to think of the chronic uncertainty to which 
she is exposed on the question of how effectively she 
has performed the required tasks in a field such as 
socialization, a process which by its very nature can 
virtually never be regarded as complete.6 
Dan Lortie, investigating the endemic uncertainties of 
teaching,? gave a sample of teachers the opportunity to dis-
cuss the problem of assessment. 8 Sixty-four percent of one 
group of respondents said "they encountered problems in as-
sessing their \vork, and of these t\'.ro-thirds said the pl"Oblem 
was serious."9 He reviewed the testimony of this particular 
croup of teachers. His analysis of interviews revealed that 
no aspect of the teacher's work evoked as much emotion as 
that involving the intangible nature of teaching \vhich com-
plicates the reward-getting process for some teachers. 
The second set of situations conceptualized as being 
6R.S. Kelsall and Helen f·1. Kelsall, The School Teacher 
in the United States and England (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 
1969), p. 55. 
7nan C. Lortie, Schoo~teacher: A Soci~logical Stud~ 
(Chicago: University of Ch1cago Press, 1977), pp. 131~-1 1. 
B:oan Lortie's technique in attempting to "search for the 
nature and content of the ethos" (ibid., p. viii) of teaching 
used a variety of approaches and methods: "historical revie11, 
national and local surveys, findings from observational stud-
ies by other researchers, and content analysis of intensive 
interviet.'/S." (Ibid. , p. ix.) 
9Ibid., p. 142. 
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possible sources of strain for teachers are those \vhich "de-
rive from the diverse expectations of those \vhose activities 
impinge on the role."10 This conflict is also related to 
the diffuse obligations of the role, since teachers are pub-
lic servants and their role-set11 includes parents of the 
students, superintendents, principals, the students them-
selves and anyone else \'lho has opinions about -~·:hat teachers 
should and should not do. On the other hand, teachers are 
referred to as professionals, and as such, can lay claim to 
having an expertise which entitles them to autonomy. 12 
Infringement upon the autonomy of teachers is a fre-
quently mentioned issue in the educational literature. Broad 
generalizations, implying teachers experience conflict over 
the professional vs. public-servant aspects of their role, 
are made but there is little empirical evidence to substan-
tiate this claim. The following passages are rather typical 
statements concerning this particular dilemma for teachers: 
As transmitter of learning, the teacher is expected to 
10wilson, "The Teacher's Role: A Sociological Analysis," 
p. 27. 
11rn this paper "role-set" will_ be the term used to des-
ignate that "complement of role relationships which persons 
have 'by virtue of occupying a particular social status" as 
defined by Robert K. Merton in Social Theor~ and Social Struc-
tu~e, rev. ed. (New York: The Free Press, 1 57), p. 369. 
1211The principal of autonomy is to localize responsibil-
ity where it can be efficiently performed." T.M. Stinnett, 
Professional Problems of Teachers, 2nd ed. (New York: The ~·Iac­
millan Company, 1968), p. 2?6. The term autonomy is not used 
in this study to mean complete independence or sovereignty, 
but rather the right and responsibility of a professional 
group to direct affairs that are of a strictly professional 
nature, e.g., decisions regarding curriculum, teaching 
methods, textbook selection, defining of competent teachers, 
etc. 
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be an expert but still to be a public servant. This 
conflict is evident when parents visit the school and 
talk to teachers as public servants even while demand-
ing that they teach sophisticated material. It is 
also indicated by the fact that state legislators, 
boards of education, and administrators choose much 
of the material to be taught without permitting the 
teacher to enter into the decision. The expertise ex-
pected of teachers often is not relied upon by admini-
strators or boards for some curricular decisions.l3 
Teachers have virtually no control over their standards 
of work. They have little control over the subjects to 
be taught; the materials to be used; the criteria for 
deciding who should be admitted, retained, and gradu-
ated • • • the qualifications for teacher training; the 
forms to be used in reporting pupil progress; school 
boundary lines and the criteria for permitting students 
to attend; and other matters that affect teaching.l4 
The teacher's position in the school as a whole is an 
inconsistent one. On the one hand, he is in sole com-
mand of his classroom; on the other hand, he lacks the 
salary, prestige, and decision-making po\'ler, of many 
other professionals. Teachers' lack of autonomy and 
their discontent with their position may partially ex-
plain what often seems to be an overemphasis upon class-
room authority and resistance to any new teaching meth-
ods which appear to threaten such authority.l5 
The above three passages exemplify references which 
either directly or indirectly state that teachers experience 
conflict over their lack of autonomy as "professionals." In 
one of the few works investigating this area of the teacher's 
role, Lieberman has shown that teachers have less control 
over matters pertaining to their occupation than do members 
of established professions.16 Whether teachers actually do 
13Jack L. Nelson and Frank P. Besag, Sociological Perspec-
tives in Education: Models for Analysis (New York: Pitman Pub-
lishing Corp., 1976), p. 177• 
1~onald G. Corwin, A Sociologf of Education (New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1965), p. ~7. 
15sarane s. Boocock, An Introduction to the Sociology of 
Learning (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1972), p. 186. 
1~1yron Lieberman, Education as a Profession (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1956). 
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experience strain &nQ conflict over this fact is a largely 
unens1.1ered question on an empirical level. 
According to Wilson, role conflict for the teacher also 
stems from the "divergent value commitments of the role and 
of the \'.rider society. ul7 As is the case with the above men-
tioneQ categories, there is little empirical evidence relat-
ed to this claim of Vlilson 1 s, but there is much v1ri tten about 
it. Nany of the assertions about values causing dilemmas 
for the American public school teacher rest on the assump-
tion that, by and large, the teacher has been socialized to 
the acceptance of the "core values 1118 of middle class Ameri-
can society. The conflict stems from the fact that society, 
outside the school, no longer appears to uphold these tradi-
tional or core values but expects teachers to do so in the 
classroom. The follO'i'.ring excerpts serve to illustrate the 
kinds of assertions that are made regarding this particular 
problem for teachers. 
The teacher is the surrogate of middle-class morality. 
Parents expect the teacher to be a better model of be-
havior for their children than they are thernselves.l9 
17\vilson, "The Teacher 1 s Role: A Sociological Analysis," 
p. 27. 
18core values may be grouped in the follotving five broad 
categories: (1) Puritan morality, (2) \'lork-success ethic, (3) 
individualism, (4) achievement orientation, and (5) future-
time orientation. George D. Splindler, ed., Education and 
Culture (Nev1 York: Holt, Rinehart and lvinston, 1963), pp. 
136-13'9". Hm.,rever, the instrument measuring role conflict 
for this study used the term, traditional values, and cited 
examples, such as: honesty, integrity, respect for others, etc. 
l9Robert J. Havighurst and Bernice L. Neugarten, Soci-
ety and Education, 2nd ed. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 19~ 
p.Lf21. 
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Parents look to the teacher as a custodian of tradi-
tional values and to a large extent these expectations 
are met, but even in the sphere of values the rapidity 
of social change induces pressures tmvards flexibil-
ity. Different social groups hold different sets of 
values and the "central core," if such exists, is far 
from beinz self-evident to the teacher. In pre-indus-
trial societies, the values which uere transmitted 
\·Jere the values of elite groups and much more easily 
discerned by the teacher.20 
Another obvious role conflict is that bet\veen the de-
sire for social reform through education and the con-
servative nature of prevalent-middle class ideas. The 
teacher is presumed to be a conservative force in main-
taining the moral standards acceptable to the middle 
class but is also supposed to improve society by -v,rork-
ing \·.rith the young. The reformer may be in direct 
conflict ·v1i th the established norms v1hich he is pre-
sumed to be teaching. This conflict is a very diffi-
cult one for a teacher who realizes a need to improve 
society but has middle-class inclinations by virtue 21 of his origins or his strivings for upward mobility. 
Barry Sugarman, commenting upon the value conflict be-
t\veen school and society, 1-:ri tes: 
It seems likely that the number of strongly-committed 
idealistic teachers of both kinds22 does not represent 
the majority of the profession. Their importance for 
schools, however, is greater than their numerical size 
would suggest because the official utterances of heads 
and others who speak on behalf of the schools generally 
articulate some version of these idealistic values. 
20Eric Hoyle, The Role of the Teacher (London: Rout-
ledge and Kegan Paul, 1969), p. 12. 
21Jack L. Nelson and Frank P. Besag, Sociolo~ical Per-
spectives in Education: Models for Analysis, p. I ?. 
22Two groups of idealistic teachers are specified: those 
who are intellectually-oriented and concerned that their pu-
pils have a genuine appreciation of and curiosity about 
learning and those who are hUJ'llanely-oriented and \'lho ,.,ork to 
develop attitudes of kindliness and tolerance toward others. 
Barry Sugarman, The School and Moral Development (New York: 
H~per and Row Publ~shers, Inc., Barnes and Noble Import 
Division, 1973), pp. 22-23. 
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The strange fact is that, in spite of the gap between 
the values of the highly-committed teacher and those 
of most of the adult male population, the school is 
expected by important interest groups to espouse those 
idealistic values. In a curious \•la::J, many people seem 
to feel that it is good for their childre~ to be ex-
posed to such ideals 1-1hen they are young. 3 
Finally, reference to George Splindler' s 1.1ork regarding 
values should be made. He has theorized that values may be 
classified into traditional values and emergent values. He 
\•li'i tes: 
In this perspective, many conflicts bet~:,;een parents and 
teachers~ school boards and educators, parents and chil-
dren, ana bet\'leen the various personages and groups 
within the school system (teachers against teachers, 
administrators against teachers and so on) can be under-
stood as conflicts that grow out of sharp differences 
in values that mirror social and cultural transforma-
tion of tremendous scope--and for \'lhich none of the ac-
tors in the situation can be held personally account-
able • • • • If these conflicts can be seen as emerg-
ing out of great sociocultural shifts--out of a veri-
table transformation of a wa:y of life--they tvill lose 
some of their sting.24 
The final category of role conflict conceptualized by 
Wilson is strain 11 arising from conflict between commitment 
to the role and commitment to the caree~ line. 1125 The organ-
ization of the school offers most teachers little opportunity 
for advancement in terms of status, prestige, and monetary 
rewards, unless the teacher moves away from the client he 
was trained to serve and into administration. 
23Ibid., p. 24. 
24splindler, Education and Culture, p. 142. 
25wilson, 11 The Teacher's Role: A Sociological Analysis," 
p •. 27. 
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There has been theoretical v.rriting and some empirical 
investigation relating to this conflict, but it has been con-
cerned largely with postulating reasons for teaching remain-
ing a 11 marginal profession. 11 The expression "professional 
marginality11 refers to the situation of work groups which, 
"while tm-rard or at the 'profession' end of the continuum 
on some and often many characteristics, are at the same time 
noticeably at the opposite end of the continuum on others."26 
One characteristic that places teaching at the opposite end 
from profession on the continuum is "lack of commitment 11 in 
the sense of a career for many teachers. The occupation is 
dominated by women whose careers are often interrupted by 
family obligations. 27 Detailed discussion of this phenom-
enon is not appropriate to this review, except to note that 
differences in conflict bet\veen men and \t~omen in this area 
are often cited in the literature. This fact, as mentioned 
above, is advanced as one of the reasons that teaching has 
remained a marginal profession. 
Commenting on conflict in this area, Eljzabeth Cohen 
writes: 
27For studies relating to this topic, see Ronald M. Pa-
valko, "Recruitment to Teaching: Patterns of Selection and 
Retention," Sociology of Education 4-3 (Summer 1970): 34-0-353; 
Ward s. Mason, nThe Beginning Teacher," U.s. Department of 
Health, Education and -Welfare, Circular No. 64-4-, 1961 and also· 
Gilda Epstein and Arline Bronzaft, 11Female Freshmen View Their 
Roles as \'/omen," Journal of Marriage and the Family 34 (Novem-
ber 1972): 671-672. 
26 
There are relatively few opportunities for professional 
advancement in elementary school teaching. Ambitious 
classroom teachers cannot look for\•;ard to an increase 
in responsibility and influence without somehm·; leaving 
the classroom. They may leave education altogether; 
they may return to schools of education in search of 
credits or advanced degrees; or they may move into the 
field of school administration. At this time, hovJever, 
the possibility of moving into administration appears 
as a viable alternative to the small number of male 
elementary school teachers, but not to the female tea-
chers \'Iho wish to have a wider impact on education. 
Examination of state directories of education reveals 
comparatively fe•:~ 'l.vomen in the field of school admini-
stration; and graduate students in school administra-
tion are almost all male; indeed, very few women apply 
to such programs.28 
Addressing the same issue, Dan Lortie comments: 
I begin with a commonplace observation--there is a near 
lack of any sir;nificant career progression in the work 
lives of those who stay in teachins. 'Near lack' is 
stated because the career possesses some slope; there 
are incremental, annual gains; the possibility of im-
provement through mobility • • • ; the chance of a 
department chairmanship which, in some systems, marks 
genuine status change. In the main, however, the tea-
cher who has attained tenure rank is unlikely to exper-
ience significant career steps after that point. Com-
pared to career systems in practically every other kind 
of organization, the early and late status of the person 
who stays in teaching are remarkably similar.29 
Empirical Studies of Role Conflict 
The second section of this review will focus on studies 
investigating role conflict. As mentioned above, there has 
been much discussion of teachers' role behavior, and, in 
particular, of role conflicts experienced by teachers, but 
2~lizabeth G. Cohen, "Open-Space Schools: The Opportun-
ity to Become Ambitious," Sociology of Education 46 (Spring 
1973): 143-144. 
29Lortie, The Schoolteacher, p. 59. 
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empirical study of such conflict is scarce. There is vir-
tually no indexed reference to role (except the roles of 
teachers in preschool) in the Second Handbook of Research 
T h . 30 on eac~lnP-:. Furthermore, the work that has been done 
does not fall into easily defined categories. The most fre-
quently used scheme, and the one to be utilized for this 
review, is that of classifying role conflict under two head-
ings: namely, inter-role and intra-role conflict. These two 
types of conflict, according to Morrison and Mcintyre, may 
be defined as follows: 
Inter-role conflict results from the fact that individ-
uals occupy several roles; these roles may demand dif-
ferent values, attitudes or loyalties, and it is not 
clear which role should be adopted •••• 
Intra-role conflict occurs when the norms and expecta-
tions of different members of the role-set do not ap-
pear to be compatible.31 
A frequently mentioned study of inter-role conflict was 
done by Getzels and Guba, and their work has served as a 
model for this type of research.32 The.primary goal of their 
research, examining the relationships between two organized 
roles, those of officer and of teacher in a military situa-
tion, was to develop a method for investigating role conflict 
in a real life situation. The role theory pertinent to their 
3~obert I-1. Travers, ed., Second Handbook of Research 
on Teaching, A Project of the Amerlcan Educatlonal Research 
Association (Chicago: Rand fw1cNally College Publishing Company, 
1973). 
31A. f-1orrison and D. Mcintyre, Teachers and Teaching 
(Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England: Penguin Books Ltd., 
1969), pp. 35-36. 
32J.W. Getzels and E.G. Guba, "Role, Role Conflict, and 
Effectiveness," American Sociological Revie\'l 19 (April 1954): 
164-175. 
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study may be summarized as follows: 
Role conflicts ensue vJhenever an actor is required to 
fill t\.vo or more roles whose expectations are in some 
particulars inconsistent. The severity of the con-
flict is a function situationally of the relative in-
compatibility and rigor of definition of the expecta-
tions, and personalistically of certain adjustive 
mechanisms of the individuals filling the roles. An 
actor v1ho is in conflict must necessarily ignore some 
of the expectations of one or more of the roles, and 
to the extent that he does so, he is held to be inef-
fective.33 
The single major conflict, identified by the researchers 
from interview data, was between the officer role and teacher 
role. Using this data, two role conflict instruments were 
designed. The first was a situational instrument used to 
measure the extent of conflict from school to school; the 
second was a personalistic instrument to measure the degree 
of conflict from officer-instructor to officer-instructor 
within each school. The schedules contained four major prob-
lem areas and between ten and twelve i terns vvere devised for 
each of the areas. The problems stated in the i terns v1ere 
selected on the basis of the frequency of their being men-
tioned in interviews conducted by the researchers. 
The findings of these researchers made it possible to 
categorize the schools into three groups: high, medium and 
lovJ conflict schools. The schools with the least amount of 
conflict were military in nature; the schools with the 
greatest conflict were the two least military schools. An 
i tern by i tern analysis revealed that one salient reason 1<1hy 
33Ibid., p. 166. 
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civilian-content instructors, who thought of themselves as 
teachers first and officers second, experienced conflict was 
the follovling: they perceived that too often military rank 
rather than professional competence and experience deter-
mines position of an officer at a military base school. It 
was also found that high conflict instructors were the rela-
tively ineffective ones. 
A detailed summary of the research findings is beyond 
the scope of this revie\v. However, it should be noted that 
through the study of Getzels and Guba significant progress 
was made in developing an empirical approach for studying 
role conflict. The authors worked out of a theoretical posi-
tion and devised inventories to measure conflict within 
schools (situational) and within individuals (personalistic). 
The personalistic instrument was found to have significant 
value in predicting effectiveness of the instructor. 
The same authors conducted a study related to the struc-
ture of roles and role conflict in teachers which focused on 
three major issues: 
(1) The nature of the expectations attaching to the 
teacher role, (2) the extent of conflict among these 
expectations, and (3) the differential effect of such 
conflict on the teachers as a function of certain 
personal and social characteristics.34 
After conducting extended interviews with forty-one teachers, 
Getzels and Guba formulated a group instrument to measure 
. 34Getzels and Guba, 11The Structure of Roles and Role 
Conflict in the Teaching Situation, 11 pp. 30-39. 
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situational and personalistic aspects of role conflict. The 
instrument \vas based principally on teacher expressed dis-
satisfactions. Three areas were isolated and each was lo-
cated in a role that a teacher occupies in addition to the 
teacher role: namely, the socio-economic role, the citizen 
role and the professional role. A personal questionnaire 
was developed to be used in determining the relationships 
between individual characteristics and role conflict. 
The data obtained through the instruments led the authors 
to conclude that: 
1. The teacher is defined both by core expectations 
common to the teaching situation in general and by 
significantly varying expectations that are a func-
tion of local and corr~unity conditions. 
2. f·1any of the expectations attached to the teacher 
role are inconsistent with expectations attached to 
other roles the teacher typically occupies. That 
is, the teaching situation is in many critical ele-
ments characterized by role conflict. 
3. The nature of the role conflicts is systematically 
related to certain differences among schools and 
among communities. 
4. The existence of role conflicts may be taken as evi-
dence that the teacher role is .imperfectly integrated 
with other roles. The consequences of role conflict 
may be frustration for the individual teacher and 
ineffectiveness of the educational institution. 
5. There are differential reactions among teachers in 
the extent of their liability (or being troubled by) 
role conflict in the teaching situation. These dif-
ferential reactions are systematically and meaning-
fully related to certain personal characteristics of 
teachers.35 -
Another study investigating inter-role conflict was done 
by Lloyd V. Manwiller.36 His study 11 attempts to ascertain 
35Ibid., p. 40. 
3Ei. V. f·~anltliller, "Expectations Regarding Teachers, 11 
Journal of Experimental Education, 26 (June 1958): 315-354. 
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the extent of agreement between teachers and members of 
boards of education on what constitutes acceptable and un-
acceptable teacher behavior~•37 Since boards of education 
formulate official policies, rules anc regulations for tea-
chers, Eam'liller' s study rests on the assumption that con-
sensus between their expectations and those of teachers con-
cerning what the community wants is necessary to prevent 
teacher dissatisfaction and low instructional efficiency 
in the classroom. However, he restricts the study to include 
only expectations ret;arding behavior 11 v.7hich arises in connec-
tion with personal and family, social and recreational, econ-
omic, civic, and religious aspects of teachers' lives. 11 3B 
His revievJ of the literature points to the fact that at the 
time of his study, and it might be added at the present time 
also, 11 the status of expectations regarding teachers as re-
vealed thus far by research, presents a picture that is gen-
erally vague, indistinct and even disharmonious.n39 In addi-
tion, this study outlined eight conclusions regarding the 
degree of disagreement betv;een teachers and school board 
members about v1hat each believes the expectations of the 
community are for the social role of the teacher. In summary, 
it may be said that 11 \vhile differences existed bet\veen school 
districts on expectations regarding teachers, it appeared 
37Ibid., p. 316. 
3Bibid., p. 317. 
39Ibid., p. 319. 
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that teachers and school board members interpreted behaviors 
similarly as acceptable or unacceptable teacher conduct in 
their respective communities." 40 
Intra-role conflict has also been the object of some 
empirical work. For example, researchers have examined con-
flict as a product of differing expectations for the role of 
teacher by those in counter positions to the teacher, or mem-
bers of the teacher's role set. The classic study done by 
Gross, Hason and NcEachern41 exemplifies this approach and is 
vJ'Orthy of note, even though it is concerned \'Ti th the role of 
the superintendent rather than with that of the teacher. 
Their interest and analysis focused on the perceived expec-
tations for the position of superintendent by various groups 
and individuals in counter positions. Four situations likely 
to be problematic for a superintendent were presented in 
questionnaire form to one-hundred-and-five school superin-
tendents. Three expectations were described and each super-
intendent was asked to indicate what those in positions coun-
ter to his would expect him to do in each situation. Incom-
patible expectations were further analyzed in terms of the 
legitimacy or illegitimacy of the expectations. Open-ended 
questions were utilized to discover how much anxiety was 
created and how the conflict was resolved. For purposes of 
40Ibid., p. 352. 
S. f·1ason and A. vl. !llcEachern, ~lor­
Studies of the School Su erin~denc 
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predicting expected role behavior, the superintendents were 
categorized into one of three possible types according to 
v1hether they were principally oriented toward legitimacy or 
sanctions in making decisions. Finally, the authors made 
predictions about the behavior of each superintendent in re-
solving role conflict. In comparing predictions with the 
behavior of the superintendents, significantly more correct 
predictions were made than would have been expected by chance 
at the .01 level. 
Perceived role conflict in teachers has been examined 
by researchers who asked teachers to rate the expectations 
which they perceive significant others to have for the role 
of teacher. Musgrove42 had groups of teachers rank four as-
pects of the teacher's role (discipline, teaching, personal-
ity, and organization) as they valued them and as they thought 
four groups of individuals in salient counter positions val-
ued them. Comparison of the degree of agreement or disagree-
ment among the ranks yielded a measure of role conflict on 
the perceptual level. 
Biddle, Rosencranz, Tomich and Twyman 43 conducted an 
extensive study on the role of teacher. The purpose of their 
research was "to examine and interpret evidence for the 
42E. l·1usgrove, "Teachers' Role Conflict in the English 
Grammar and Secondary School," International Journal of Edu-
cational Sciences, no. 2 (1967): 61-68. 
4~ruce J. Biddle, Howard A. Rosencranz, Edward Tomich, 
J. Paschal Twyman, "Shared Inaccuracies in the Role of the 
Teacher," in Role Theory: Concepts and Research, eds. B. J. 
Biddle and E. J. Thomas (New York: Wiley, 1966), pp. 302-310. 
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existence of shared inaccuracies in the role of the public 
44 
school teacher. 11 Respondents represented various social 
positions "defined in relationship with the public school 
system and \"/ere sampled through schools. u 45 
This study differed from the two cited above, in that 
11 among other tasks, respondents were asked to give their own 
norms and then to attribute norms to three object positions: 
people in general, teachers, and school officials. 1146 It was 
demonstrated that distorted ideas of one another's norms 
existed among teachers and those \·lith whom they interact. 
Their data seemed to reveal that 11 shared inaccuracies \'/ere 
more likely with immature subjects" (pupils) "and v-lith in-
creased social distance bet\•reen subject and object posi-
tions."47 
Another study of intra-role conflict was done by Gerald 
R. Grace48 on the intra-role conflicts of 150 English secon-
dary school teachers in a prosperous Midland borough. The 
present study is a partial replication of Grace's work. He 
focused on the four areas of conflict within the teacher's 
role as conceptualized by \'lilson. Like Getzels al\d Guba, 
his study is on the perceptual-experiential levels and his 
schedules for measuring conflict are modelled after theirs. 
44Ibid., p. 303. 
45Ibid., p. 305. 
46rbid. 
47Ibid., p. 309 
48Grace, Role Conflict and the Teacher. 
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In general, Grace found conflict perceived by teachers 
in all four areas Hi th conflict betv1een role commitment and 
career orientation, and bet1'1een divergent value orientations 
being seen as greater problems in the teachin~ situation 
than conflict from the diffuse goals of schooling and lack 
of autonomy. Experienced conflict was lovl as compared with 
measured conflict on the perceptual level. Nonetheless, 
there 1vas evidence of conflict in all four areas. Further 
discussion of Grace's Hork \'Till be incorporated into Chapter 
5 lvhere conclusions and interpretations from the present study 
will be discussed. 
Empirical Studies of School Organizational 
Context and the Teacher 
The final section of this revie111 will be concerned vli th 
several studies \'lhich have tried to identify structural rela-
tionships and conditions within the school that affect the 
teacher's role. In 1955, Wayne Gordon49 wrote that the tea-
cher's perspective 11 with its failure to incorporate the 
reality of the social structure in which he works prevents 
him from seeing problems as a consequence of this generic 
structure. 11 50 He goes on to criticize the fact that the 
"present moralistic evaluation" of the teacher's role puts 
49c. Wayne Gordon, "The Role of the Teacher in the So-
cial Structure of the High School," Journal of Educational 
Sociology, 29 (Sept. 1955): 21-29. 
50ibid., p. 29. 
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blame on the teacher while ignoring the organizational con-
text in which he '.vorks. 
At the present time, there is still a paucity of studies 
investigating the organizational structure of the school and 
its effects on teachers. On the other hand, there have been 
a number of studies whose purpose has been to examine varia-
bles, including structural characteristics of the school, as 
explanatory of change, particularly change involving innova-
tion.5l 
One study that did attempt to assess how the internal 
organization of the school influenced the way in v1hich the 
teacher perceives his role was done by Stanley Soles.52 The 
purpose of the study vras to find out "if teacher expectations 
for a school staff \'/ere significantly related to the particu-
lar type of internal organization used in the school."53 In 
the sample of American high schools used, it was discovered 
that the teachers in schools which were organized on the bas-
is of specialization (single-period type of scheduling) were 
more 'task-oriented' than teachers who spent a good part of 
the day teaching a single class (multiple-period type of 
scheduling). The latter group of teachers were more group-
51Ronald G. Corv1in, "Innovation in Organizations: The 
Case of the Schools," Sociology o:f Education, 48 (\vinter 
1975): l-37-
52stanley Soles, "Teacher Role Expectations and the Or-
ganization of the School," Journal of Educational Research, 
57 (January 1964): 227-235. 
53Ibid., p. 227. 
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oriented and concerned with the welfare of the members of 
the class. 
ili1other study was done by Elizabeth Cohen54 on the ef-
fects of structural characteristics on women teachers. Her 
purpose was to examine the effect of working in open-space 
schools on the relationship of ambition to dissatisfaction. 
Her research shmV"ed that 11 there was a sharply increased level 
of job satisfaction among open-space school teachers. Forty-
six percent of the open-space school faculty had a high 
score on Job Satisfaction, while only twenty-eight percent 
of the self-contained classroom teachers had such a score." 55 
Her findings relating to ambition and dissatisfaction showed 
that the more vertically ambitious a teacher is the more dis-
satisfied she is whether she is in an open-space school or 
the traditional self-contained classroom. However, cross-
tabulated job satisfaction scores with scores on professional 
ambition showed that teachers "with high scores on profes-
sional ambition are more satisfied with their jobs than are 
women with low scores on professional ambition in open-space 
schools only.n56 The reverse of this relationship existed 
for teachers in self-contained classrooms. 
Herriott and St. John57 investigated the effects of the 
54-:Elizabeth G. Cohen, "Open-Space Schools: The Opportun-
ity to Become Ambitious," Sociology- of Education 46 (Spring 
1973): 143-161. 
55rbid., p. 149 56Ibid., p. 151. 
· 57Robert E. Herriott and Nancy Hoyt St. John, Social 
Class and the Urban School (New York: Wiley, 1966). 
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social class composition of the student body on the job-re-
lated attitudes and behavior of the staff in urban schools.58 
They also examined the association bet1·1een the social class 
composition of the pupils and characteristics of the staff, 
in terms of the individuals assigned to work in urban schools. 
Schools ·were categorized as being "highest," "moderately 
high," 11 mocl.erately lov1," and "lowest" in socioeconomic sta-
tus.1159 For purposes of this review, only findings regarding 
teacher satisfaction and career aspirations in schools of 
differing SES composition will be noted. It vJas found that 
the role of teachers and principals, as defined 11 by their 
58Although there are many studies dealing t.·rith contex-
tual (structural) effects of the schools, most do not look 
at the role of the teacher directly. For examples of liter-
ature, discussing the contextual effects of the schools on 
pupils, see Fern H. Jacobi, 11 Changing Pupils in a Changing 
School, 11 Educational Leadership 17 (February 1960): 283-287; 
Nartin I'1ayer, 11 The Good Slum Schools, 11 Harper's Hap;azine 
(April 1961): 46-52. For studies dealing vdth the contex-
tual effects of the school and students' college plans, see 
R.P. Boyle, "The Effect of High School on Students• Aspira-
tions," American Journal of Sociology 71 (May 1966): 628-639; 
J .A • .f.'Iichael, "High School Climates and Plans for Entering 
College," Public Opinion Quarterlrl 25 (\'linter 1961) : 585-595; 
W.H. Sewell and J.fli. Armer, 11 Neig borhood Context and College 
Plans," American Sociological Revie'.·l 31 (April 1966): 159-
168 and A.B. Wilson, 11Class Segregation of Social Classes 
and Aspirations of High School Boys," American Sociological 
Review 24 (December 1959): 836-845. 
59social class composition or socioeconomic status of 
a school may be determined in a variety of ways. For exam-
ple, the proportion of upper class students attending a 
given school may be the basis for categorizing the schools 
into three or more groups. The social class of the student 
may also be determined in a variety of ~.-;ays, such as, his 
or her father's education and/or occupation, or father's 
and mother's education. For an explanation of the way in 
which Herriott and St. John classified schools by SES, see 
Social Class and the Urban School, Chapter 2. 
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vie\·JS of the needs of pupils, is very different in schools 
of different socioeconomic composition."60 Teachers in 
schools of lowest SES indicated the least satisfaction with 
various aspects of their teaching situation. "Teaching per-
formance, whether in respect to competence in subject mat-
ter, innovation, interest in pupils, cooperation with school 
personnel, teaching methods, or the maintenance of discipline, 
1·1as found to be somev;hat poorer in schools of lowest than of 
highest SES."61 However, it should be noted that, although 
the trend was consistent over many of the items on the tea-
cher questionnaire, none of the differences was very large. 
Finally, forty-two percent of the teachers in the schools 
of lm·rest SES desired to move to schools in a better neigh-
borhood in contrast to eighteen percent of the teachers in 
the highest SES schools vJho had the same desire. 
Another study, focusing on the contextual effects of 
the school on the teacher role, was done by Ralph Larkin. 62 
His purpose was to examine the influence of the community 
context of the school and some internal organizational as-
pects of the school on teacher leadership styles. Three di-
mensions of leadership--task orientation, power orientation, 
and expressive orientation--were used to assess the leader-
ship style of each teacher. He found a positive relationship 
60Ibid., p. 205. 61Ibid., p. 207. 
62Ralph \v. Larkin, "Contextual Influences on Teacher 
Leadership Styles," Sociology of Education 46 (Fall 1973): 
471-479. 
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between the socioeconomic status of the community and the 
expressiveness of the teachers as perceived by the students. 
Hovlever, the task and pO\ver dimensions \•lere "relatively nn-
affected by the social status of the commnnity." 63 Teacher 
leadership styles were not linearly related to class size, 
school size, organizational climate, and racial composition 
of the student population. Only \'lhen the school contained 
very great number of minority students were teachers per-
ceived as being more authoritarian. The organizational struc-
ture variable (a measure of deviance from self-contained 
classroom structures) effected the task and expressive ori-
entations of the teachers. The greater the deviation from 
the self-contained classroom, the more likely it was "that 
pupils perceive their teachers as having lower task and ex-
pressive orientations."64 Power orientation was not greatly 
affected by organizational structure. However, the study 
sho\'/ed that the greater the deviation from the self-contained 
classroom, the less active \'laS the leadership role of the 
teacher. 
Gerald Hoeller65 investigated the relationship between 
the extent of school bureaucratization and the teacher's 
sense of power to affect school system policy. Specifically, 
his hypothesis was "that bureaucracy in school system organ-
ization induces in teachers a sense of powerlessness to 
63Ibid., p. 475. 64Ibid., p. 477. 
65Gerald H. l-1oeller, "Bureaucracy and Teachers 1 Sense 
of Power," School Review 72 (Summer 1964): 137-157. 
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affect school system policy."66 Empirical results from the 
study gave no support to this hypothesis. The teachers in 
high bureaucratic systems were significantly hisher in 
sense of power than were teachers in lm"' bureaucratic sys-
terns. I"loeller interpreted this finding by stating that: 
Bureaucracy provides the teacher with an understandable 
and predictable ethos in which to pursue his profes-
sion. This predictability, far from reducing sense of 
pmver, sets a higher level of sense of power than is 
found in the less bureaucratized school organizations • 
• • • Thus, the school system sets the general level 
of sense of power and the teacher varies from this level 
by his own personal orientation toward power.67 
Case studies have been done in American schools and 
mention should be made of one of these studies since it 
peripherally noted organizational factors that have an 
effect on role dissatisfaction and role conflict for the 
American school teacher. The author, Gertrude McPherson, 68 
conducted the study as part of her teaching duties in an 
elementary school, which became the setting for the study. 
The l.'lOrk primarily focused on role-set ~onflicts and the low 
morale and dissatisfaction produced by these conflicts. 
McPherson, however, moved from the role-set problems to make 
some rather broad generalizations concerning the way in 
which the structure of school played a part in creating 
problems for teachers who wanted to do something new--to 
innovate. She wrote: 
66Ibid., p. 140. 67Ibid., p. 156. 
. 
68Gertrude McPherson, Small Town Teacher (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1972). 
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The innovative teacher, the one v1ho wishes to organize 
her classroom differently~ to teach what is not in the 
curriculu.'il, the one who believes that discipline may be 
less important than excitement, is at a real disadvan-
tage and is given little opportunity to try out her 
ideas. Significant change in the organ~zation, focus, 
methods and even goals of the school would necessitate 
help, encouragement, and specific direction from the 
administrative hierarchy, from those above the teacher 
in the system.69 
Summary 
The teacher's role demands high commitment to other 
people and may be categorized as a diffuse role. vlriters 
allude to the problems inherent in the diffuse role and des-
cribe them as conflict-producing. For teachers, these prob-
lems include goals that are vague and sometimes contradic-
tory. There is chronic uncertainty regarding effectiveness 
in the classroom: Related to this conflict over the intan-
gible nature of teaching is that which derives from the 
lack of decision-making power in matters directly related to 
teaching. Broad generalizations which imply that teachers 
experience conflict over their lack of autonomy are frequent-
ly made in the literature. There is, however, little empir-
ical evidence to support this claim. Likewise there is 
little on the empirical level to verify that teachers exper-
ience problems over the goal of transmitting values, the 
third area conceptualized as being problematic for teachers. 
Finally, the fact that there is little vertical mobility 
associated \·lith the teaching role is considered another 
G9Ibid., p. 213. 
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problem area in terms of the diffuseness dimension. The 
role expectations include preparation for work in the class-
room, and for the majority of teachers remaining in the 
classroom is prohibitive of career advancement. Teachers 
cannot anticipate increased responsibility \V'i thout somehov1 
leaving the classroom. 
The above four areas are depicted in the literature as 
being problems for teachers and sources of intra-role con-
flict. Little has been done to verify the extent to which 
teachers actually do experience conflict over these matters. 
Furthermore, there has been no attempt to relate conflict 
in these areas to organizational patterns in classrooms. 
Innovations involving the structures of the classroom are 
becoming more commonplace and their effect on role conflict 
for the teacher needs to be examined. 
CHAPTER 3 
HETHODOLOGY 
The primary purpose of this study is to discover rela-
tionships between areas of role conflict for teachers and 
classroom organizational patterns. Secondly, relationships 
between selected teacher characteristics and role conflict 
1-1ere to be investigated. Data \vere gathered by means of 
survey instruments distributed in public school districts 
1-1here contrasting curricular and ii,lstructional organizational 
patterns existed. 
It was hypothesized that role conflict would be greater 
for teachers in highly individualized classrooms than for 
teachers in traditional classrooms. Classroom organizational 
patterns on the curricular and instructional levels were de-
termined through a checklist based on the model developed by 
Smith and Keith1 for purposes of their work in an innovative 
school. The model has three underlying dimensions: objec-
tives, materials, and rate of progress.2 
Role conflict schedules were based on the format devel-
oped by Gerald R. Grace for research on teachers in England.3 
1smith and Keith, Anatomy of Educational Innovation: An 
Organizational Analysis of an Elementary School, p. 331. 
2see Chapter 1, p. 4. 
3Grace, Role Conflict and the Teacher, pp. 30-33. 
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The theoretical orientation \'las that of the pattern variable 
scheme of Talcott Parsons; the pattern variables pertinent 
to the instrunents were diffuseness versus specificity.4 
Intra-role conflict \•las assumed to have its origin in the 
diffuseness of the teachers' role in four areas: 
1. Ambiguity of educational goals since many of the 
goals are difficult to assess and thus teaching 
provides a limited sense of achievement. 
2. Lack of autonomy for public school teachers who are 
vulnerable to conflicting opinions regarding the 
way the role should be performed. 
3. Conflicting sets of values for the teacher who is 
expected to transmit 'traditional' values which are 
not upheld by society outside the school. 
4. Career versus commitment aspects of the role since 
there is little vertical mobility accessible to the 
teacher unless he/she leaves the classroom.5 
The above four areas provided the basis for the develop-
ment of the variables used to measure role conflict. Descrip-
tive statements, •,.,rhich reflected each of the four areas, were 
constructed. There were four statements pertinent to Area I, 
four for Area II, six for Area III and four for Area IV (see 
Appendix A). 
Finally a questionnaire was developed in order that rela-
tionships between role conflict and personal characteristics 
of teachers might be investigated (see Appendix A). 
Population 
In line \•Ti th Smith and Keith's model of curricular and 
4
see Chapter 1, pp. 9-11. 
5Grace, Role Conflict and the Teacher, pp. 3-27. 
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instructional organization in the classroom, school districts 
bad to be chosen in vlhicb organizational patterns ranged 
from the traditional to the highly individualized. Three 
districts in the northeastern part of Illinois '.-.rere found 
that met Hith this criterion and also provided a racially 
and socioeconomically heterogenous population. Since anonym-
ity vJas requested by the supe~intendents, the three districts 
i·:ere labelled District A, District B and District C. 
In each of the three districts, classroom organization-
al patterns varied. This \';as ascertained by visiting schools 
in each district and having conferences ,.;ith the respective 
superintendents. Each superintendent 1·ras briefed on the 
purpose of the study: namely, to study role conflict and its 
relationship to classroom organizational patterns. The model 
being used to determine the degree of classroom individuali-
zation was shown to each superintendent. He vtas asked to 
judge how the teachers in each of his schools would categor-
ize themselves in terms of curricular and instructional or-
ganization. The results are shown in Table 1. 
The superintendents' principal source of information 
re~ardins the degree of individualization in each of their 
schools was direct and frequent contact with their principals. 
Another source was visits to the schools and discussions with 
teachers. These particular superintendents also took an 
active part in the curricular and instructional decisions 
made in their districts. 
The categorization was general as may be observed from 
District 
A 
TABLE 1 
CURRICULAR AND INSTRUCTIONAL PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION AS 
PERCEIVED BY SUPERINTEND~TTS BY DISTRICT AND SCHOOL 
School 
A.l 
A.2 
A.3 
A.4 
A.5 
Grades 
7 - 8 
K- 6 
K - 6 
K - 6 
K- 6 
Number of Teachers 
Male Female 
18 
2 
2 
7 
6 
19 
12 
12 
23 
26 
Curricular and Instructional 
Organization 
Individualized - 4a 
Individualized - 4,5b 
K - 3 Traditional - 1 
Nixed - 2,3 
LJ- - 6 Individualized - 4 
K - 3 Traditional - 1 
Nixed - 2,3 
'-~ - 6 Individualized - 4 
IC - 3 Traditional - 1 
1:'-!ixed - 2,3 
L~ - 6 Individualized - L~ 
Nixed - 2,3 
~umber following Curricular and Instructional Organization refers to steps in 
Keith and Smith's model. See Chapter 1, p. 4. 
bThe building housing this school \'ras constructed as an "open space school." Open 
education with its philosophy of mazimizing possibilities for the learner to make choices 
regarding his own learning activities is not synonymous with the open space school. It 
should be noted, however, that "a physical environment which does not present barriers to 
free movement facilitates "open education." Ruth c. Flurry, "Open Education: \'/hat Is It?" 
in 0 en Education: A Sourcebook for Parents and Ewald B. Nyquist and Gene +:-
R. Hawes New Yor : Nat~ona Genera ompany, -.() 
TABLE 1--Continued 
District School Grades Number of Teachers Curricular and Instructional Organi-
Hale Femaie zation 
A.6 K - 6 2 13 K- 3 Traditional - 1 
Mixed - 2,3 
4,5c 4- 6 Individualized -
B B.l 5 - 8 11 12 Traditional - 1 
r·1ixed - 2, 3 
Individualized - 4 
B.2 K 
- 4 0 22 Traditional - 1 
fvlixed - 2,3 
c C.l 6 
- 8 10 16 Traditional - 1 
Mixed - 2 
c.2 K 
- 2 2 12 Traditional - 1 
r1ixed - 2 
C.3 3 - 5 1 16 Traditional - 1 
Hixed - 2 
cWalls were removed so that open education could be facilitated in grades 4, 5 
and 6. 
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Table 1. For example, the teachers in School A.3 which 
housed grades K to 6 i·;ere categorizeci as using curricular 
and instructional or;aDizational patterns, ranging from 
traditional to highly individualized. Some of the teachers 
in grades 1 to 3 were categorized as being traditional, 
w·hereas others were mixed; i.e. , they fell somewhere between 
the traditional teacher and the individualized teacher pat-
terns. According to their superintendent, however, all the 
teachers in grades 4 to 6 were individualized in their cur-
ricular and instructional organization. 
This categorization by the superintendents and the 
\'lriter' s observations in the schools influenced the conclu-
sion that teachers in District A would categorize themselves 
from the traditional to highly individualized with the great-
er nUQber being toward the individualized end of the contin-
uum. On the other hand, teachers in District B and C were 
more traditional in their instructional and curricular or-
ganization and, therefore, would tend to categorize themselves 
more toward the opposite end of the continuum. It seemed rea-
sonable to assume that the population to be studied in rela-
tionship to role conflict provided a sufficiently heterogen-
ous grouping so that the four different types of classroom 
organizational patterns would emerge in line with the model 
developed by Keith and Smith: 
1. Traditional - teachers select goals, materials and 
determine rate of learning for the 
group as a whole. 
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2. Nixed - teachers allow for variation in rate of 
learning or for variation in both materials 
and rate of learning, based on the individ-
ual learner's needs. 
3. Individualized - teachers determine goals, materials, 
and rate of learning on an individu-
alized rather than group basis. 
4. Highly Indi-
vidualized - individual learners determine their own 
goals, materials and rate of learning 
with guidance from the teacher. 
The total number of teachers included in the study was two 
hundred forty-four (244). 
Questionnaire Development 
A three-part questionnaire was developed for use in 
this study. A search of the literature indicated that there 
was no ready-made instrument that included all of the areas 
the writer wanted to investigate. Therefore, it was neces-
sary to construct in its entirety Part I of the question-
naire which was used to determine curricular and instruc-
tional organization of the classroom. Part II of the ques-
tionnaire was based on Gerald Grace's instrument for measur-
ing role conflict.6 This part of the questionnaire had four 
sections, and the first two items of each section were taken 
from Grace's instrument while the other items were constructed 
for use in this study.? The final part of the questionnaire 
sought information regarding personal characteristics of 
6Grace, Role Conflict and Teacher, pp. 118-119. 
?see Appendix for the instrument in its entirety. 
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teachers and was similar to many other instruments developed 
for this purpose. 8 
Part I of the questionnaire \'las a checklist developed 
to determine how a teacher perceived his/her classroom prac-
tice on the instructional and curricular levels. There were 
three sections to this part of the survey, and it \vas based 
on the model developed by Smith and Keith and outlined in 
Part II of Chapter I. Each of the three dimensions on which 
their model \'las developed constituted a separate section of 
this part of the questionnaire. The teacher \·las asked to 
check on the first section how objectives \'Tere determined; 
on the second section how materials ~Jere determined; and on 
the third section how the rate of progress for accomplishing 
objectives \•las determined. These three dimensions, objec-
tives, study habits (subdivided into learner diagnosis and a 
variety of teaching materials and aids) and time, were also 
cited by Richard w. Burns as a means of determining the indi 
vidualization of a classroom setting. He ~~ites: 
••• in practice, there are degrees of individualiza-
tion \vhich do not take into account all the features 
of the ideal. Ideally, individualized instruction is 
a system which tailor-makes learning in terms of lear-
ner needs and characteristics.9 
It was planned that four patterns of organization would 
emerge because of the format of the questionnaire and the 
8 Charles H. Backstrom, Gerald D. Hursh, Survey Research 
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1963), p. 97. 
9Richard w. Burns, "Methods :for Individualizing Instruc-
tion, 11 Educational Technology 11 (June 1971): 55-56. 
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variety of classroom environments included in the study. If 
a teacher checked the first item on each of the three sec-
tions, the teacher ~>rould be categorized as using traditional 
techniques. On the other hand, if the learner determines his 
own objectives, the materials to be used and proceeds at his 
ovm pace to accomplish objectives, the teacher would have 
checked the third item on the first two sections, and the 
second item on the third section, and \·Tould be categorized as 
using highly individualized techniques. 
The second part of the questionnaire dealt with role 
conflict and had t\vO sections or schedules, each subdivided 
into four separate areas. As mentioned above, the first two 
items in each of the areas \vere taken from Grace's instrument. 
Ti•ro i terns \'rere added to three of the areas and four to one 
area. These items were developed from suggested areas in 
the literature. 
The two schedules of Part II of the questionnaire were 
identical. On the first schedule teachers \'/ere asked to 
rate on a scale from zero to four the degree of conflict 
they perceived other teachers to experience due to the stated 
problematic situation regardless of their personal experi-
ence of the situation. The second time teachers were asked 
to rate their personal experience of the situation, that is, 
vlhether they have felt the problem and, if so, to what extent •10 
10J. \v. Getzels and E.G. Guba, "Role, Role Conflict and 
Effectiveness: An Empirical Study," American Sociological 
Review 19 (April 1954): 164-1?5. 
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The four sub-areas of each schedule \vere identified in 
11 the follo\'ling way: 
1. Sub-area I - Goals 
2. Sub-area II - Autonomy 
3. Sub-area III - Values 
4. Sub-area IV - Career 
Part III of the questionnaire consisted of items which 
asked for background information on the respondent. 
Scoring of the Instrument 
The instruments were scored in terms of variations in 
personal experience of conflict and perception of conflict 
in others. Each i tern in both administrations \'las responded 
to on a five-point scale. Differences were noted according 
to the mean score of any item. For example, where such 
scores were zero, the conflict was assumed not to exist for 
the individual, while scores "other than zero gave a quanti-
tative index of the extensiveness of the situation."12 A 
teacher with a mean score of 3.0 was assumed to be more 
troubled by conflict situations than a teacher with a score 
of 1.0. 
Role conflict scores were determined for each sub-area 
by summing the numbers marked on the Likert scale. The total 
conflict for each of the schedules was obtained in a simi-
lar manner. The rationale for the above summations was 
11see second page of this chapter. 
. 
1~. G. Guba, "Role Conflict in the Teaching Situation" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, December, 1952), 
p. 21. 
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a factor analysis done on the instrument. The factor anal-
ysis will be discussed later in the chapter. This principle 
of determining an index throu~h factor analysis is outlined 
by Overall and Klett. 13 
Validity 
The initial phase of the investigation was concerned 
vlith evaluating the instrument for validity. The pertinent 
questions to be explored were (1) does the \'lOrding of the 
items have essentially the same meaning to all readers and 
(2) does the test measure what it is said to measure. The 
first question was answered through piloting the instrument. 
The instrument \vas piloted in four elementary schools. It 
\vas necessary to select schools in which a variety of in-
structional and curricular techniques were used. Visits were 
made to several schools and discussions with principals af-
forded the writer enough information to select schools where 
teachers were using techniques that could be categorized 
from traditional to individualized. One pilot school used 
the IGE program (Individually Guided Education);14 two 
schools had teachers whose instructional and curricular 
organization varied from traditional to highly individualized 
and the fourth school's teachers were traditional. 
l3John Ernest Overall and c. James Klett, Applied ~lulti­
variate Analysis (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971), pp. 72-?4. 
. 
14Herbert J. Klausmeier, "IGE: Multiunit Elementary 
School, 11 in Individualized Instruction and Learni~, eds. 
Nadan l\iohan and Rona:J:d R. HUll (Chicago: Nelson-H 1 Co., 
1974), pp. 129-146. 
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The first two parts of the pilot questionnaire were ad-
ministered by the writer to teachers in three out of the four 
schools. In the fourth school, the principal gave out the 
questionnaires. The final part was not given, since it was 
concerned with personal data and the purpose of piloting the 
instrument was intended to assess the readability of the 
items pertaining to classroom organization and role conflict. 
Written comments on the clarity and readability of the dir-
ections and items were sought from the teachers. Subsequent 
discussions were held with the teachers from three out of the 
four schools. These discussions and the written comments of 
teachers provided input for revising the wording of direc-
tions and several of the items, and assured the writer of 
the readability of the instrument. 
The second question dealing with construct validity was 
important since the instrument pertained to assessment of 
perceptions. As mentioned above, the first part of the ques-
tionnaire was developed on a model designed by Keith and Smith 
and the dimensions they isolated to measure the degree of 
individualization were also outlined by Robert Burns.15 John 
Bouchard provided further evidence that these dimensions may 
be utilized to assess the degree of individualization. He 
wrote: 
there are at least four possible approaches to the 
individualization of instruction. These include: 
1. The adjustment of rate of learning. 
1~urns, "Hethods for Individualizing Instruction, 11 
pp. 55-56. 
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2. The adjustment of instructional modes. 
3. The adjustment of curriculum. 
4. The adjustment of instructional materials.16 
His article focused on curriculum strategies for individual-
izing instruction. The critical strategy, as he perceived 
it, was that "educational objectives must be adjusted to 
the capabilities, interests and needs of each child."l7 
Again the three dimensions emerged: objectives, materials, 
and rate of learning. The adjusting of these three dimen-
sions necessitates varying instructional modes. 
It appeared to the writer that the literature cited above 
provided sufficient evidence that the dimensions selected for 
measuring the degree of individualization in classrooms did, 
in fact, provide identifiable characteristics that serve to 
differentiate classroom organization on a curricular and in-
structional level. 
Construct validity for this section of the questionnaire 
\'las also established through inspection of the questionnaires 
from the IGE school and the school where teachers used tradi-
tional methods. This examination showed that the type of 
classroom organization described by the principal was rein-
forced by the responses of the teachers in these two schools. 
Ten of the twelve teachers in the IGE school categorized them-
1 . d. . d al . d 18 se ves as 1n 1v1 u 1ze • Eleven out of the fifteen teachers 
16John B. Bouchard, "Curriculum Strategies for Individu-
alizing Instruction," in Individualized Instruction and Learn-· 
ing, eds. Hadan l\1ohan and Ronald E. Hull, pp. 259-269. 
l7Ibid., p. 264. 
18see step #4 of Keith and Smith's model on p. 4. 
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at the school, describeci as being essentially traditional in 
its instructional practices, categorized themselves as be-
ing tradi tional. 19 HO\'lever, of the forty-nine teachers to 
v1hom the questionnaire v1as administered, only tvm categorized 
themselves as being highly individualized.20 This fact in-
fluenced the \vriter to call the assistant superintendent of 
the district where the two open-space facilities were located 
for confirmation regarding the degree of individualization in 
these schools. His assurance that a number of these teachers 
\vould categorize themselves in the group of highly indi vidu-
alized teachers seemed to ''J'arrant inclusion of the third 
item in the first two sections of Part I of the questionnaire, 
designed to determine curricular and instructional organiza-
tion of the classroom (see Appendix A). 
Construct validity was established for the role conflict 
schedule principally from the literature,21 as well as 
through lengthy discussions with teachers who had taken the 
pilot instrument. As mentioned above, the teachers were 
asked to comment on the items since it was necessary to as-
certain that the questionnaire was readable. Follow-up 
questions to the teachers who had made comments were util-
ized to discover whether or not the items were considered to 
be relevant sources of conflict for teachers. Their 
l9see steps #1 and 2 of the above model. 
20see step #5 of the above model. 
21see Chapter 2, pp. 17-26. 
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responses indicated that the situations mentioned in the 
items were, in fact, sources of conflict for teachers and ~ 
could be used as valid indicators or role conflict for tea-
chers. No items were deleted as a result of the discussions 
\vi th twenty-eight of the forty-nine teachers \•rho took the 
pilot instrument. 
Reliabilit;y 
Since the design of the study called for a repeated 
measures analysis of the data, it was necessary to establish 
that the role conflict schedule had internal consistency. 
The responses of the teachers in the population participat-
ing in the actual study were utilized for this purpose. A 
principal factor analysis was used to examine the structure 
of the role conflict schedules so that basic conceptual dimen-
sions could be identified. As mentioned above, the same in-
strument was administered twice. On the first schedule, each 
teacher was asked to rate how problematic he/she thought a 
particular situation was for other teachers; on the second 
schedule, he/she was asked to rate how problematic the same 
situation was for himself/herself. In general, the items 
followed the same structure, "making some assertion about 
teachers, and contrasting this assertion with a stat.ement 
about another group of people or set of conditions.n 22 The 
following item, taken from the inventory, may be cited to 
illustrate the kind of problematic situation to which 
22see Appendix, Inventory II, p.l38. 
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teachers were asked to respond: 
The teacher, unlike many professional practitioners, 
is subject to a variety of conflicting opinions as to 
hov1 he should carry out his professional work.23 
Since there \·TCre four sub-areas to the instrument, it 
was hypothesized that there were four factors. A principal 
component analysis was done and in examining the eigenvalues, 
24 
and using the Scree test, it was determined that five fac-
tors t·Iere appropriate for the interpretation of the data 
(Table 2). A principal factor analysis was then performed 
extracting five factors and rotating through a varimax solu-
tion. As a result of inspecting this analysis, two variables 
\vere dropped from the third sub-area (values) for each sched-
ule since their factor loadings were low on the factor, where-
as the other four variables in sub-area III had high factor 
loadings. This was the only area that had six variables, so 
the droppin5 of the two variables equated all four sub-areas. 
The two variables were not used in any subsequent analysis and 
are not reported in the tables. 
As may be seen from Table 2, this analysis also showed 
that the variables comprising sub-area II (lack of autonomy) 
loaded on a different factor (the fifth factor) for schedule 
II where the teachers were asked to rate situations as prob-
lematic for themselves. Therefore, it could be hypothesized 
that in this area, the variables were measuring a dimension 
of conflict not measured by the first schedule. 
23Ibid. 
24see Richard Gorsuch, Factor Analysis (Philadelphia: 
W.B. Saunders Co., 1974), pp. 152-156. 
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TABLE 2 
V ARIVlAX RCYrATED FACTOR HATRIX OF ROLE CONJ!'LICT 
INSTRUHENT 
Sub-areas Variables Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor 
1 2 3 4 5 
I 1 .59 
Goals 2 .64 
3 .62 .42 
4 .39 .44 
II 5 -37 .54 
Auton- 6 .56 
* omy ? .58 H 8 .66 
0 
rl III ::> 
'd Values 9 .65 0 
.c: 10 .64 0 12 .63 w 
13 .58 
IV 15 .54 .35 
Career 1'6 .62 .38 
1? .58 
18 .45 
I 19 .?3 
Goals 20 .80 
21 -75 
22 .47 
II 23 .36 .48 
Auton- 2l~ ·'+8 
omy 25 .?2 
H 26 .?1 H 
0 III 2? .?8 rl 
-79 ::s Values 28 
"d 
.69 0 30 
.£.l 31 .53 0 
tQ 
IV 33 .71 7'' Career 311- • L.r 
-75 35 
.69 36 
* All factor loading less than .35 have been omitted 
from the table. 
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After determining the conceptual dimensions of the in-
strument which necessitated the dropping of two variables, 
a reliability test \·ms carried out. The major concerns in 
establishing reliability were t\'lo-fold: (1) to determine the 
reliability of the composite score,and (2) to determine the 
correlation between scores measuring the same area but from 
a different perspective;_namely, perception of others exper-
iencing conflict in the area, and the reporting of self con-
flict in the same area. Thes~ reliability coefficients were 
necessary for the repeated measure design since the determin-
ation of main effects from the first factor (curricular and 
instructional organization) utilized the composite score of 
the instrument. Main effects from the second factor (the 
four scales measuring role conflict) called for the composite 
score of each area over the tvm schedules. The reliability 
coefficient used to determine the internal consistency for 
the instrument was Cronbach's Standardized Item Alpha. 25 
Reliabilities ranged from .77 to .80 for the sub-areas of 
Schedule I; .83 to .88 for the sub-area of Schedule II and 
the reliability of the total instrument was .93 (Table 3). 
Thus it would appear that the questionnaire is reliable and 
that it bas internal consistency. Finally, justification was 
provided for using both the composite score of each .area over 
the two schedules and the total composite score in the re-
peated measures design being used for data analysis in this 
25Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Ps~chological Testing, 
3rd ed. (Harper and Row PUblishers, 1970 , pp. J:60 -161. 
Area I 
Goals 
.80 
.88 
Area I 
Goals 
.88 
TABLE 3 
RELIABILITIES FOR SUB-AREAS OF ROLE 
CONFLICT INSTRUI1ENTa 
Inventory Ib 
Area II Area III 
Autonomy Values 
.80 
-77 
Inventory IIc 
.83 .85 
RELIABILITIES FOR THE SUB-AP~AS OF 
INVENTORIES I AND II CONBI!'-1ED 
Area II 
Autonomy 
.85 
Area III 
Values 
.88 
Reliability of Instrument: .93 
aCronbach's Standardized Alpha. 
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Area IV 
Commitment 
.80 
.88 
Area IV 
Commitment 
.87 
binventory I - Teachers were asked to indicate the 
degree to which they felt other teachers experienced prob-
lematic situations expressed in items. 
cinventory II - Teachers were asked to indicate the 
degree to which they felt personally troubled by problem-
atic situations. 
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study. 
Questionnaire Distribution and Responses 
The questionnaire, with a cover letter explaining the 
nature of the research and asking for cooperation, was 
brought to the three school districts in the Spring of 1975. 
Each superintendent felt that his personal distribution of 
the materials \vould result in a higher rate of response. 
The superintendents of Districts A and B gave the surveys 
to their building principals for distribution to teachers 
and District C's questionnaires were given to teachers at a 
district faculty meeting. A week after their distribution, 
the returned surveys were collected from each of the super-
intendents. One follow-up visit was made in order to get any 
surveys that were returned after the date set by the super-
intendents for their return. 
As indicated in Table 4, 189 questionnaires were re-
turned or 77.4% of the total number dis-tributed. However, 
of the 189 returned questionnaires, 46 teachers failed to 
complete Part I, designed to determine perception of class-
room organization and 13 more teachers omitted one or more 
responses on the role conflict schedules. Therefore, for 
the statistical analysis of the effect of classroom organi-
zation on role conflict, there were 130 usable question-
naires, or 53-3% 
For the second part of the analysis, namely, examining 
relationships between personal characteristics of teachers 
TABLE 4 
NUJ.'-'IBER OF RETURNED AND USABLE QUESTIONNAIRES 
BY DISTRICT AliD SCHOOL 
District School Usable Percent 
DlS Useable 
A A.l 37 37 24 64.9 
A.2 14 14 9 64.3 
A.3 14 6 5 35-7 
A.4 30 15 10 33-3 
A.5 32 25 14 43.8 
A.6 15 15 9 60.0 
B B.l 23 18 15 65.2 
B.2 22 19 14 63.6 
c C.l 26 15 13 50.0 
C.2 14 11 8 57-1 
C.3 17 14 9 52.9 
Totals 244 189 130 53.3 
and role conflict, the number of questionnaires varied from 
the number used in the major analysis. Questionnaires com-
pleted on the demographic characteristic being examined 
v;rill be used for this part of the study. 
Formation of Categories of Teachers 
Teachers were classified as traditional, mixed or indi-
vidualized on the basis of classroom objectives, materials, 
and rate of learning. This process was completed through a 
number of different steps. First the teachers were classified 
into a 2x3x3 model, based on the format of Part I of the ques-
tionnaire (see Appendix A). The three variables of the model 
\vere subdivided as follows: 
a. Objectives: 1 teacher selects objectives for the 
class as a whole; 
b. Materials: 
c. Rate of 
Learning: 
2 - teacher selects goals for learner on 
an individualized basis; 
3 - learner is responsible for self-
selection of goals with guidance 
from the teacher. 
1 - teacher selects materials for class 
as a whole; 
2 - teacher selects materials for learn-
er on an individualized basis; 
3 - learner is responsible for self-
selection of goals with guidance 
from the teacher. 
1 - teacher determines rate of learning 
for class .as a whole; 
2 - teacher determines rate of learning 
for the student on an individualized 
basis. 
Teachers were assigned to appropriate cells contingent upon 
their responses to the items on Part I of the questionnaire. 
The following distribution resulted: 
1 
1 
f'Iaterials 
2 
3 
Objectives 
2 3 
1 
2 
Rate of 
Learn1ng 
The cells were then examined. Since there were only six 
responses that placed teachers in a category on the "three" 
level of objectives or materials, or both objectives and mater-
ials, the decision was made to collapse the "three" cells over 
the "tvm" cells vtith the following 2x2x2 model resulting: 
1 
1 
:r-1aterials 
2 
Objectives 
2 
1 
2 
Rate of 
Learning 
Finally, teachers were classified into the following groups: 
1. Traditional - Teachers on the "one" level on each of 
the three dimensions. (N=35) 
2. l'lixed 
3. Individu-
alized 
- Teachers on the "one" level on 1 or 2 
of the dimensions. (N=38) 
- Teachers on the "two" level on each of 
the three dimensions. (N=70) 
The above mentioned three groups became the three levels of 
Factor A (the independent variable) to be discussed in the 
next section on the design of the study. 
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Design of the Study 
An ex post facto design utilizing data gathered by means 
of a questionnaire distributed to all the teachers in three 
districts was employed in this study. Hypotheses one through 
five were tested using a repeated neasures 3x4x2 factorial de-
sign. A least squares solution was done since the number of 
teachers in the groups representing the different types of 
classroom organization were unequal, and it was assumed that 
the number of teachers in each group was proportional to the 
number of teachers actually in each of these groups in the 
population. 26 
The model utilized may be represented in the following 
manner: 
where: 
1. The levels of factor A represent different types of 
curricular and instructional organization and the number of 
individuals in each of the strata is assumed to be propor-
tional to the number of individuals actually in the popula-
tion. 
2. Factor B represents the four scales of the role 
De-
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conflict instrument. 
3. Factor C represents the two schedules of the instru-
ment--the first schedule designed to measure perception of 
conflict in other teachers; the second schedule, to measure 
actual experience of conflict in self. 
This design may be symbolized as a pxqxr factorial ex-
periment in which there are repeated measure on the last 
two factors. There were n subjects in each group and each 
of them was observed under all or combinations of factors 
B and C but only under one level of Factor A. 
The second part of the study was designed to investi-
gate the effects of demographic or personal characteristics 
of teachers (independent variables) on role conflict measures 
(dependent variables). The personal characteristics inves-
tigated were those related to age, length of time teaching 
and teaching level. Analysis of variance was the statistical 
method used to investigate the relationship of these personal 
characteristics to role conflict. 
Summary 
The primary purpose of the study was to discover rela-
tionships between areas of role conflict and classroom or-
ganizational patterns. A variety of different classroom 
types, ranging from taditional to highly individualized, 
were located in three public school districts in Illinois, 
and the superintendent in each one agreed to cooperate in 
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the study. The population for the study consisted of all 
the teachers in these districts. They were categorized 
by classroom type, based on their responses to Part I of 
the questionnaire. This part of the surve~y vms based on 
a model constructed by Smith and Keith. Role conflict was 
measured by an instrument \vhich had four sub-areas; namely, 
goals, autonomy, values and commitment. There were two 
parts to the role conflict instrument. The same items 
were on both parts; however, on the first schedule teachers 
\vere asked to report to what extent they felt other 
teachers experienced the proposed conflict situation and 
on the second schedule, to what extent they themselves were 
troubled by the situation. The third part of the question-
naire asked for personal data on the teacher for purposes 
of further analysis of role conflict. Construct validity 
was established for Parts I and II of the questionnaire. 
Internal consistency for the role conflict instrument was 
determined through a principal factor analysis, and Cron-
bach's Alpha yielded a .93 for this part of the question-
naire. The overall rate of return for the questionnaire 
was 77.4%. One hundred and thirty or 53.3% of the total 
number of questionnaires distributed were usable. The de-
sign utilized was an ex post facto design. A 3x4x2 factor-
ial design was used to determine the relationship between 
classroom organizational type and role conflict. The rela-
tionship of personal characteristics to measures of role 
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conflict ,,;ere tested through analysis of variance. 
CHAPTER 4 
PRESENTATION AliD ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
P~ti 
The primary purpose of this study was to determine 
whether a significant relationship existed between classroom 
organization type and role conflict. Classroom organization 
was ascertained through a checklist with three dimensions: 
objectives, materials and rate of learning. Role conflict 
was measured through an instrument, subdivided into four 
areas: goals, autonomy, values and commitment. Each of 
these areas was also tested to determine whether any or all 
of them could distinguish classroom type. Possible relation-
ships were investigated in terms of the following hypotheses: 
Hol: Role conflict will not be greater for teachers in 
individualized classrooms than for teachers in 
mixed or traditional classrooms. 
Ho2: Role conflict over the ambiguity of educational 
goals will not be greater for teachers in indi-
vidualized classrooms than for teachers in mixed 
or traditional classrooms. 
H03 : Role conflict over lack.of autonomy will not be greater for teachers in individualized classrooms 
than for teachers in mixed or traditional class-
rooms. 
Ho4: Role conflict over conflict in values between so-
ciety and school will not be greater for teachers 
in individualized classrooms than for teachers in 
mixed or traditional classrooms. 
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Ho5: nole conflict over the corr~itment vs. career dil-
ell!ma vJill not be greater for teachers in indi vid-
ualized classrooms than for teachers in mixed or 
traditional classrooms. 
These hypotheses \vere tested using a 3x4x2 analysis of 
variance v1ith repeated oeasures on the last two factors. 
Teachers grouped by type of curricular and instructional or-
ganization \vas the independent variable (Factor A) and area 
of conflict (Factor B) and self vs. others (Factor C) were 
the repeated neasures. 1 The results of the analysis are 
given in Table 5. 2 
r1ain Effects 
No significant main effects \llere found among role con-
flict mean scores due to different types of curricular and 
instructional organization. Therefore, hypothesis 1 could 
not be rejected. 
The significant main effects due to Factor B (the four 
scales) indicated that there were differences among the means 
of the four scales. The results of the t-tests performed to 
ascertain which pairs of means differed significantly are re-
ported in Table 6. 
The table indicates that each scale differed signifi-
cantly from each of the others. The greatest difference in 
mean scores \'ias found between the scale measuring conflict 
1The levels of Factors A, B and C are described on 
pp. 67 and 68 of Chapter 3. 
. 2B.J. Winer, Statistical Principles in E49erimental De-
~ (New York: McGraw Hill, 1971), pp. 548, 5' , 600. 
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TABLE 5 
SUI·1EABY DATA OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR TEACH.±<.;RS GROUPED 
BY CURRICULAR AND INSTRUCTIONAL ORGMJIZATIONAL PATTERN 
AliD ROLE CONFLICT SCORES ON TWO INVENTORIES 
Source of Variation ss df I~lS F Ratio 
Between subjects 7455.26 129 
A (Teacher Groups) 242.67 2 121.33 2.14 
Subjects \vitbi.n 7212.58 127 56.79 
groups [error (a)] 
\·lithin subjects 11896.12 910 
B (Scales) 1996.73 3 665.57 52.09*** 
AB 257.28 6 42.88 3.36** 
B x subjects within 4867.61 381 12.77 
groups 
[error (b)] 
C (Inventories) 1127.78 1 1127.78 78.70*** 
AC 14.79 2 7-39 .5 
C x subjects within 1820.3 127 14.33 
groups 
[error (c)] 
BC 191.02 3 63.67 15.83*** 
ABC 90.22 6 15.03 3.74* 
BC x subjects \'.rithin 1530.39 381 4.02 
groups 
[error (be)] 
*** p < .001 
** p < .01 
* p < .05 
TABLE 6 
T-TESTS COi·'iP.ARIHG ALL POSSIBLE PAIRS OF f·1EAN SCORES FOR THE 
FOUR SUB-AP..EAS OF THE ROLE CONFLICT TIISTRUEENT 
Scales r::ean S.D. df T-value 
Scale 1, goals 14.8 6.9 129 -LJ-.13** 
Scale 2, autonomy 17.1 6.5 
Scale 1, goals 14.8 6.9 129 -8.37** 
Scale 3, values 20.6 7.4 
Scale 1, goals 14.8 6.9 129 2.51* 
Scale 4, commitment 13.2 7.1 
Scale 2, autonomy 17.1 6.5 129 -5.55** 
Scale 3, values 20.6 7.4 
Scale 2, autonomy 17.1 6.5 129 6.59** 
Scale 4 
' 
commitment 13.2 7.1 
Scale 3, values 20.6 7.4 129 10.29** 
Scale 4, commitment 13.2 7.1 
** p < .ooo 
* p < .01 
over values (sub-area III), and that measuring conflict over 
commitment (sub-area IV). Specifically, the mean role con-
flict score for sub-area III, conflict due to the fact that 
the school is expected to uphold certain values that society 
ignores (mean of 20.6), contrasted sharply with the mean 
score of sub-area IV, conflict over the lack of career oppor-
tunities in teaching (mean of 13.2). Teachers also expressed 
much greater conflict over values (sub-area III) than they 
d~d over the ambiguity of teaching goals (sub-area IV) with 
means of 20.6 and 14.8 respectively. In line with the above 
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findings, the least difference in conflict ~ong all possible 
pairs \'ras bet\'reen conflict over ambiguity of teaching goals 
(sub-area I) and conflict over commitment (sub-area IV). 
Eain effects from C (the t\'TO inventories) were signifi-
ca~t at the .001 level. This difference reflects the fact 
that the total score for Inventory I \'las higher than that 
for Inventory II.3 In other words, people perceive greater 
problems in others than in themselves. 
Interaction Effects for Factors A and B 
A significant interaction effect was found bet\'leen fac-
tors A and B. Since this interaction suggested that one or 
more of the four sub-areas of role conflict could distinguish 
type of classroom organization, hypotheses two through five 
could not be rejected and had to be tested one by one. The 
results of the one-\'/ay analyses of variance used to do this 
testing are reported in tables 7 through 10. 
Hypotheses 2, 3 and 5 could not be rejected, since in 
the three sub-areas (ambiguity of goals, lack of autonomy 
and the commitment vs. career dilemma) the F ratios were not 
significant. In the fourth sub-area the F ratio was signifi-
cant, but the directionality of the result was opposite to 
that predicted since it was hypothesized that teachers in 
individualized classrooms would experience greater conflict 
3This finding is in line with that of Guba, and will be 
d;iscussed later in this chapter. See E. G. Guba, "Role Con-
flict in the Teaching Situation" (Ph.D. dissertation, Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1952), pp. 50-55. 
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TABLE 7 
SUI-TI···lARY DATA AND ANOVA FOR TEACHERS, GROTJPED BY CLASSROOr··: 
ORG&~IZATION, Alill ROLE COlWLICT (SUB-JL~EA I - GOALS) 
n: 
H: 
SD: 
Source 
Bet\'Teen Groups 
\'li thin Groups 
TOTAL 
Traditional f'Iixed 
Teachers Teachers 
31 32 
16.4 14.2 
8.0 6.3 
eli' s.s. m.s. 
2 100.4 50.2 
127 5989.0 47.2 
129 6089.4 
TABLE 8 
Individualized 
Teachers 
67 
14.4 
6.6 
F 
1.06 (n. s.) 
Sill·lNARY DATA .M.TD P..NOVA FOR TEACHERS, GROUPED BY CLASSROOH 
ORGANIZATION, AND ROLE CONFLICT (SUB-AREA II - AUTONOrJIY) 
Traditional Nixed Individualized 
Teachers Teachers Teachers 
n: 31 32 67 
1''1: 18.8 17.4 16.1 
SD: 5-7 7-1 6.5 
Source eli' s.s. m.s. F 
Bet\lleen Groups 2 156.8 78.4 1.86(n.s.) 
\'li thin Groups 127 5361·.6 42.2 
TOTAL 129 5518.4 
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Tll.BLE 9 
SUTillARY DATA fu.\1]) ANOVA FOR TEACHERS, GROUPED BY CLASSROQI'.1 
ORGANIZATION, .AND ROLE CONFLICT (SUB-.A.,."ZE.A III-VALUES) 
n: 
T'. ~ • 
... 
SD: 
Source 
Bet'l.'leen Groups 
Uithin Groups 
TOTAL 
Traditional Eixed 
Teachers Teachers 
df 
2 
127 
129 
31 
24.6 
6.2 
s.s 
691.9 
6371.8 
7063.7 
TABLE 10 
32 
20.1 
7.7 
m.s 
Individualized 
Teachers 
67 
18.9 
7.2 
F 
6.9(.002) 
SUI1IT-1ARY DATA AND AJ.~OVA FOR TEACHERS, GROUPED BY CLASSROOM 
ORGANIZATION, Al'ID ROLE CONFLICT (SUB-AREA IV - CONNITMENT) 
Traditional r-1ixed Individualized 
Teachers Teachers Teachers 
n: 31 32 67 
r\·i • j • 12.8 12.4 13.S 
SD: 6.1 7·5 7.4 
Source df s.s. m.s. F 
Bet\ITeen Groups 2 50.8 25.4 .50(n.s.) 
\ii thin Groups 127 6438.0 50.7 
TOTAL 129 6488.8 
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than those in traditional or mixed classrooms. Therefore, 
h3~othesis 4 could not be rejected. 
A NevlD1an-Keuls4 a posteriori contrast shov1ed that e;roup 
1 (the traditional teachers) was the group that differed 
significantly from the other two groups (individualized and 
mixed). Homogeneity of variance was assured through Coch-
ran's c5 that yielded a probability of .298. 
The AB interaction is further illustrated in Figure 1 
which shows graphically the variability in the simple effects 
for Factor B (the four scales) at the levels of Factor A (dif-
ferent teacher types). In sub-areas II and III (autonomy and 
values) traditional teachers had the highest scores, mixed 
teachers were second and the individualized teachers had the 
lowest mean scores. However, in the area of goals (sub-area 
I), mean conflict scores of the individualized teachers re-
flected somewhat more conflict than that reported by the mixed 
teachers who had the lowest mean scores in this area. Also, 
in the area of commitment (sub-area IV), mixed teachers had 
the lowest mean scores with the individualized teachers indi-
eating the greatest amount of conflict in this area. 
Finally, the figure clearly reflects the fact that in all 
the sub-areas relating directly to their work in the classroom, 
i.e., goals, autonomy and values, it was the traditional 
teachers who indicated the greatest amount of role conflict. 
L1toger E. Kirk, 
Behavioral Sciences ( e mon , 
Company, 1968), pp. 91-93. 
5rbid., p. 62. 
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Interaction Effects for Factors B and C 
A significant interaction effect \'laS found between Fac-
tor B (the four scales) and Factor C (the two inventories). 6 
The t-tests which \vere performed shO\ved significant differ-
ences between all possible pairs of scales on each inven-
tory except for two pairs. This result indicated the sources 
of the interaction \'lhich has been graphically represented in 
Figure 2. 
On Inventory II, teachers' self-reporting of conflict 
over the ambiguities of the goals of teaching (sub-area I) 
did not differ significantly from their probleos with lack 
of autonomy (sub-area II). However, there was a significant 
difference between the two mean scores when teachers reported 
their perception of other teachers' conflict in these two 
areas on Inventory I with conflict over lack of autonomy 
(sub-area II) being sharply higher than conflict over ambi-
guity of educational goals (sub-area I)_. 
There were also differences in self vs. others percep-
tion of conflict in the areas of uncertain goals (sub-area I) 
and commitment (sub-area IV). In this case, it ,.,as self-
reporting of conflict between these two areas on Inventory II 
that was significant. Teachers' responses indicated that 
they experienced significantly loltler conflict over commitment 
6
rnventory I (others) - This inventory measured teachers•· 
perception of other teachers' experience in each of the four 
areas. Inventory II (self) - Self-reporting of conflict was 
measured on this inventory. 
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Figure 2: Interaction of Scales x Inventories 
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(sub-area IV) than that which they experienced because of 
ambiguous educational goals (sub-area I). There \vas no sig-
nificant difference beti¥een the mean scores of these t\'IO 
areas on Inventory I (others). 
Interaction Effects for A, B and C 
A significant ABC interaction was also explored through 
the use of t-tests. Comparisons were made for all possible 
pairs of scales on both inventories by individual groups of 
teachers. The pairs of scales were examined for traditional 
teachers, mixed teachers and individualized teachers. Pos-
sible sources of interaction may be seen on Figure 3. 
For traditional and mixed teachers, there was no signif-
icant difference in mean conflict scores for sub-area I 
(goals) across the two inventories. However, the group of 
individualized teachers had a significantly higher mean 
score for this sub-area on Inventory I (others) than they 
had on Inventory II (self). The means were 8.2 and 6.2 
respectively. See Table 11. 
Another possible source of interaction may be located 
between scales I (goals) and IV (commitment). On Inventory I 
(others),.none of the three groups differed significantly on 
the mean scores between these tvm areas. On Inventory II 
(self), the individualized teachers again reported about the 
same amount of conflict for the two areas, but the tradi-
tional and mixed teachers had significantly higher scores in 
the sub-area of goals than in the sub-area of commitment. 
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TABLE 11 
SUB-AREA AND TOTAL ROLE CONFLICT r·1EAN SCORES BY CURRICULAR 
AND INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATIONAL PATTERNS 
Traditional 
N=31 
Mixed 
N=32 
Individualized 
N=67 
* Other 
**Self 
8.1* 
7.2 
8.2 
Area I 
(Goals) 
Area II 
(Autonomy) 
Area III 
(Values) 
Area IV 
(Commitment) 
Total 
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In surr~ary, the possible sources of ABC interaction may 
be found in one group of teachers differing from the other 
t\'IO across the two inventories. For both of the above men-
tioned sources of interaction, it was the individualized 
teachers \vho differed from the traditional and mixed teachers 
in the self vs. others reporting of conflict either within a 
sub-area or between sub-areas. Specifically , it '\ITas the fact 
that individualized teachers showed a significant difference 
in the way that they responded to items pertaining to the 
ambiguous goals of teachers across the t\110 inventories that 
seems to be the origin of the ABC interactions. 
As mentioned above, the significant main effects of 
Factor C, the t'\lro inventories, indicated that people tend to 
see other peoples' problems as being greater than their o\m. 
This finding could not be used to assume independence for the 
two inventories. Nor could it be used to claim objectivity 
for the responses to Inventory I (others), since people are 
likely to impute to others feelings about a situation that 
they themselves have. Analysis of the BC interactions shO\<led 
that each scale followed this pattern of people overestimating 
the problems of others (see Figure 2); therefore, variability 
along this dimension could not be used to interpret these BC 
interactions. Since additional data is needed to interpret 
these BC interactions, they will be discussed at the end of 
the chapter. Direct interpretation of the first BC interac-
tion (sub-areas, autonomy and goals) will be made in terms of 
the factor analysis of the instrument. Interpretation of the 
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second BC interaction (sub-areas, goals and commitment) may 
be inferred from the discussion of the above second order 
interaction involving the ambiguities of the goals of teach-
ing. As may be clearly seen from Figure 3, both the tradi-
tional and mixed teachers deviated in the sub-area, goals, 
from the pattern of people tending to see other peoples' 
problems as being greater than their own. 
Part II 
In the second phase of the study, the writer investigated 
the relationship between demographic characteristics of teach-
ers and role conflict. The characteristics explored were 
those related to age, length of time teaching and teaching 
level. The results of the one-way analyses of variance, used 
to test for significant differences in these areas, have been 
reported in table form and will be discussed in the context of 
the chapter. 
The one-way analyses of variance were completed, using 
the same population included in the major analysis of the 
study; namely, investigating the relationship between class-
room organization and role conflict. Secondly, the analyses 
were performed with the population that had no missing data 
on the personal characteristic being examined in relation to 
role conflict. Finally, the tests were run, using the data 
from the population that had no missing data on any of the 
personal characteristics being studied. Thus a constant num-
ber of teachers was provided for the analyses. Each of the 
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analyses provided essentially the same results. Conflict 
over values and commitment \·mre stronger variables in dis-
tinguishing groups of teachers than \'lere the variables meas-
uring conflict over goals and autonomy. See tables 12 
through 15. 
Although scale 1 C12:oals) was a weak variable in dis-
tinguishing groups of teachers categorized on any of the 
above variables, it should be noted that in general the 
youngest and least experienced group of teachers reported the 
most conflict in this area. Furthermore, teachers in the 
junior high grades were also higher on this scale than were 
the teachers in the primary and intermediate levels. 
Tables 12 through 15 show the same trend for Scale II 
(autonomy) with the youngest teachers reporting the most con-
flict; however, the results were somewhat more mixed for this 
scale. The tables also show that there was a marked differ-
ence between the self vs. other reporting of conflict on 
this scale. As discussed above, this finding is consistent 
with other results of the study which strongly indicate that 
people tend to perceive in others greater problems than in 
themselves. What is significant about the finding on this 
scale is the magnitude and consistency of the difference be-
tween the mean scores on the two inventories across teachers 
grouped on any of the four demographic characteristics. 
Scale III (values) was a stronger variable in distin-
gu1shing teachers grouped by age, length of time teaching 
and teaching level. In the case of the first two character-
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TABLE 12 
ANOVA FOR TEACHERS BY AGE A1~ ROLE CONFLICT 
Scales 25 years 26 to 39 40 years 
and under years and over F (33) (79) (51) 
Goals (Others) 8.18 7.95 7.96 (1 
Goals (Self) 8.52 6.57 6.66 2.66 
Autonomy (Others) 10.15 9.71 10.20 <.1 
Autonomy (Self) 7.42 7.74 6.43 1.04 
Values (Others) 9.91 10.78 12.00 4.00* 
Values (Self) 9.91 9.06 10.23 1.19 
Commitment (Others) 8.91 7.91 7.47 1.57 
Commitment (Self) 7.09 5.97 3.92 6.03** 
*p < .05 
**p < .01 
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TABLE 13 
ANOVA FOR TEACHERS BY YEARS TEACHING AriD ROLE CONFLICT 
Scales 5 years and 6-15 years 16 years F 
under (65) (67) and over 
Goals (Others) 8.29 7.79 7.71 (1 
Goals (Self) 8.20 6.07 6.65 4.26* 
Autonomy (Others) 10.31 9.75 9.60 <.1 
Autonomy (Self) 7-75 6.81 6.71 1.11 
Values (Others) 10.18 11.34 11.94 3.44* 
Values (Self) 9.32 9-37 10.80 1.50 
Commitment (Others) 8.82 7.38 7.40 3.07* 
Commitment (Self) 6.95 L~.87 4.37 5.56** 
** p < .01 
* p < .05 
TABLE 14 
ANOVA FOR TEACHERS BY YEARS TEACHING IN SCHOOL 
ANTI ROLE CO:t\"FLICT 
Scales 5 years 6-15 16 years 
and under years and over 
(97) (58) (13) 
Goals (Others) 8.24 7.81 6.92 
Goals (Self) 7-67 6.17 6.08 
Autonomy (Others) 10.07 10.16 8.23 
Autonomy (Self) 7.71 6.50 5.92 
Values (Others) 10.73 11.40 11.62 
Values (Self) 9.72 9.20 11.46 
Commitment (Others) 8.73 7.10 5.69 
Commitment (Self) 6.70 4.40 2.15 
** p < .0001 
* p < .001 
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F 
(1 
2.55 
1.57 
2.21 
<1 
1.40 
6.68* 
9.95** 
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TABLE 15 
A1TOVA FOR TEACHERS BY TEACHING LEVEL AliD ROLE CO~WLICT 
Scales Primary Intermediate Junior High F (58) (51) (53) 
Goals (Others) 7.78 7.90 8.45 < 1 
Goals (Self) 6.57 6.88 7.81 1.21 
Autonomy (Others) 9.79 10.33 9.87 (1 
Autonomy (Self) 7.14 7-27 7.37 (1 
Values (Others) 10.03 12.08 11.13 4.94** 
Values (Self) 8.57 10.47 10.54 3.80* 
Comnitment (Others) 7.33 8.33 8.43 1.58 
Commitment (Self) 4.74 5.65 6.75 2.87 
** p < .01 
* p < .05 
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istics, age and length of time teaching, the scale distin-
guished teachers on Inventory I (others) with the youngest 
and least experienced teachers reporting less conflict over 
values than the older and more experienced teachers. Values 
distinguished teachers grouped by teaching level on both in-
ventories. The primary teachers reported the least amount 
of conflict on this scale. 
Since the sub-area of values identified teachers grouped 
according to the way in which they organized their classrooms, 
the question arose as to whether or not this relationship 
could be explained by the demographic characteristics of age, 
length of time teaching and teaching level. Therefore, cross-
tabulations were run in order to see whether a systematic re-
lationship existed between classroom organization and these 
personal characteristics of teachers. The relationship between 
age and classroom organization was marginal, though not sig-
nificant, with a chi square of 9.08 and a significance of .059. 
No relationship was found between the other characteristics of 
teachers and classroom organization. Thus, according to this 
analysis, none of these demographic characteristics examined 
explained the relationship established between teachers 
grouped according to the way in which they organized their 
classroom and role conflict over values. 
The fourth sub-area, commitment, identified teachers 
grouped on three out of the four demographic variables exam-
ined with teaching.level being the exception. Again on this 
scale, there is a marked and consistent difference between 
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the mean conflict scores on the inventories. The scores on 
Inventory I (others) were higher than the scores on Inven-
tory II (self) with the discrepancy becoming greater as the 
age and experience of the teacher increases. 
Summary of Results 
Investigation of relationships between teachers grouped 
by curricular and instructional organization (different 
teacher types) and role conflict produced the following 
results: 
1) P~ analysis of variance procedure (3 factor design) 
with repeated measures on the last two factors in-
dicated: 
2) 
a. no significant main effects on total role con-
flict due to different teacher types; 
b. a significant F statistic of 52.09 (P< .001) for 
the four scales of role conflict; 
c. a significant F statistic of 78.70 (p< .001) for 
the two inventories; 
d. a significant F statistic .of 3-356 (p< .01) for 
the interaction between the factor Teacher Types 
and the factor Scales; 
e. no significant interaction effects for the fac-
tor Teacher Types and the factor Inventories; 
f. a significant F statistic of 15.83 (P< .001) for 
the interaction effects between the factor Scales 
and the factor Inventories; 
g. a significant F statistic of 15.03 (p< .05) for 
the interaction effects between the factor 
Teacher Types and the factor Scales and the 
factor Inventories. 
ANOVA·procedures yielded a significant F statistic of 
6.9 for role conflict over values (scale III) due to 
different teacher types; no s~gnificant differences 
for role conflict over goals, autonomy, commitment 
~ 
(scales I, II, IV) due to different teacher types. 
3) T-test procedures applied to the four scales showed 
that each scale differed significantly from each of 
the others (composite scores for each scale over the 
two inventories); each scale differed significantly 
from each of the others on both Inventory I and In-
ventory II except for two pairs, goals and autonomy 
(scales I and II) on Inventory II and goals and com-
mitment (scales I and IV) on Inventory·I. 
4) ANOVA procedures applied to demographic characteris-
tics of teachers and role conflict scales showed 
values and commitment to be stronger variables in 
distinguishing groups of teachers than the varia-
bles, goals and autonomy. 
5) Using cross tabulations, no significant relation-
ships were found to explain the relationship estab-
lished between teacher types and role conflict over 
values. 
Discussion 
Even though the research hypotheses were in the main un-
supported some interesting findings emerged. Conflict over 
values was able to distinguish teacher types with traditional 
teachers reporting the greatest amount of conflict in this 
area. Furthermore, traditional teachers indicated that they 
experienced more conflict over the ambiguity of educational 
goals and their lack of decision-making power than did either 
the mixed or individualized teachers. These results might be 
reflecting the nature of a general conflict factor being 
measured by the instrument which has an alpha coefficient of 
.93. Social forces now favor individualized instruction, and 
those teachers organizing their classrooms around the princi-
pLes of individualization are moving in the accepted direction 
for educational change. Traditional teachers, on the other 
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hand, symbolize a more conservative position in their class-
room organization. Of this type of classroom organization, 
Hutchins was prompted to \'lrite: "\'lays must be found to break 
the lockstep, the system by which all pupils proceed at the 
same pace through the same curriculum for the same number of 
years."7 In criticizing the traditional classroom, Hutchins 
was adding his voice to those of many others, both scholars 
and popular critics, who have strongly advocated more individ-
ualization in classrooms. The criticism of the traditional 
classroom, together with the advocacy of individualized class-
rooms, forms the basis for the interpretation of the above 
findings. The role conflict scores of the traditional teach-
ers are reflecting a felt pressure for change in the direc-
tion of individualization. Finally, the effects of organiza-
tional change, hypothesized as being a source of role conflict, 
are offset for those teachers who are moving with the forces 
for educational change, characteristic of the 1960s and af-
fecting the 1970s. 
Another interesting finding emerged from the investiga-
tion of the structure of the role conflict instrument. The 
basic conceptual dimensions, identified through a principal 
component analysis, indicated that five factors were appro-
priate for the interpretation of the data. The principal 
factor analysis shm'led that the variables comprising scales 
"The Schools Must Stay" in Annual 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~·7~4- (Guilford, Ct.: Dushkin Pub-
• 
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I, III, and IV (goals, values and commitment) corresponded to 
factors II, I, and III, respectively. The variables in scale 
II (autonomy), however, loaded on the fourth factor for In-
ventory I and the fifth factor for Inventory II. Since this 
switch to another factor occurred only in the area of auton-
omy for the two administrations of the instrument, it could 
be hypothesized that something was being measured by the sec-
ond inventory that was not being measured by the first. Fur-
thermore, interpretation of the BC interaction showed that 
teachers revealed little difference between conflict over 
goals and conflict over autonomy when reporting self-experi-
ence of conflict, but reported significantly greater conflict 
over autonomy than over goals when reporting perceived con-
flict in others. This interaction effect may be interpreted 
in terms of the factor analysis finding. The self-reporting 
of conflict over lack of autonomy may be a measure of the 
conflict experienced over role behavior associated with or-
ganizational status or status within the school, and more 
specifically within the classroom. 
In the day to day running of their classrooms, teachers 
may be saying that they do not experience a great deal of 
conflict. They may be saying that they experience low con-
flict over the degree of autonomy granted them in setting 
classroom goals and other decision-making tasks allowed them 
in their respective classrooms. They may be affirming the 
power they have to adapt and tailor changes in curriculum 
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and instruction to meet their own needs, inclinations and 
standards. Schlechty, 8 for instance, maintains that auton-
omy on the classroom level is carefully safeguarded by 
teachers \'lho protect the boundaries of their classrooms 
from intrusion by local school administrators and other sys-
tern administrators. Therefore, this writer maintains that 
it is on this level that autonomy is the source of low con-
flict for teachers. This finding is in line \IIi th Lortie's 9 
in his study of teachers in the Boston area. In response to 
questions seeking proposals for increasing their effective-
ness and satisfaction v1i th teaching, very few teachers ex-
pressed a desire for greater autonomy. 
On the other hand, \'/hen the teachers in this study looked 
out at other teachers to report on perceived conflict in oth-
ers, there is apparently a change in their frame of reference. 
As mentioned above, something different is being measured. 
Assuming their responses to the items on this scale were sub-
jective on both inventories as they were on the other three 
scales (goals, values and commitment), the change in the 
frame of reference can be interpreted to be a change in role-
set. As teachers looked out at other teachers, the role be-
came associated with community sta~us rather than with organ-
izational status. On this level, there is sharply more con-
flict expressed by teachers. School boards, administrators, 
Bphilip c. Schlechty, Teachin~ and Social Behavior -
TQward an Or~anizational Theory OI Instruct1on (Boston: Allyn 
and Bacon, 1 76), pp. 191-192. 
~ortie, School-Teacher: A Sociological Study, pp. 182-83. 
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university professors, textbook publishers and other groups 
do have the power to effect curricular and instructional 
changes with little or no input from teachers. In studying 
innovations in education, Pellegrin10 concluded that the 
greatest stimuli to changes in education originate outside 
the field. These stimuli to change are not only outside the 
local community, but in most instances, outside the education 
profession itself. Although teachers can tailor these chan-
ges to suit their own needs in the classroom, there is the 
always present reality that decision-making on the school or 
system-wide level is largely outside the domain of the class-
room teachers. Since the community status of the teacher has 
been traditionally low, a crucial factor in achieving higher 
status for teachers would be opportunities to participate on 
the system-wide level in decision-making that directly af-
fects their work in the classroom. In summary, this writer 
interprets the factor shift for the autonomy scale to be the 
result of teachers' perception of their autonomy in terms of 
role-set. Consequently, on the classroom level there is de-
cidedly less conflict for the teacher over this dimension of 
role conflict than there is on the larger or system-wide level. 
Another finding that warrants some discussion was the re-
sult of a second-order interaction. In the sub-area of goals, 
neither the traditional nor the mixed teachers reported any 
I 
difference in the self vs. others perception of conflict. 
1~. J. Pellegrin, An Anal sis of Sources and Processes 
in Innovation in Education Eugene, Ore.: Center for the Ad-
vanced Study of Educational Administration, 1966). 
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This is unique and merits interpretation since it is an ex-
ception to the pattern observed when this model of administer-
ing surveys is followed. As mentioned above, people generally 
tend to see in others greater problems than they see in them-
selves. Or as Guba asserts "there may well be a tendency for 
a respondent to impute to this group of 'other instructors' 
the feelings and opinions which he himself holds. On Inven-
tory II, the subject is asked to rate himself, and it \·TOuld 
not be unreasonable for him to minimize his feelings for fear 
of some real or imagined sanctions. 1111 Table 11 clearly shows 
that the pattern was strong for all four sub-areas for the 
individualized teachers, and for all sub-areas except that of 
goals for the traditional or mixed teachers. If Guba's inter-
pretation of the respondents' pattern in rating himself and 
others is correct, then it can be assumed that the traditional 
and mixed teachers felt no need to minimize their feelings 
about the ambiguity of goals in teaching; that is, their 
teaching goals are easier to assess in terms of achievement. 
Individualized teachers, on the other hand, are struggling 
perhaps to have their students achieve minimal standards set 
by the respective districts, while at the same time attempt-
ing to meet the needs of each child on an individual basis. 
For the individualized teacher, then, the problem is essen-
tially one of motivating the child to achieve at acceptable 
levels of performance without using the traditional method of 
competition and ranking students on the basis of their 
11Guba, "Role Conflict in the Teaching Situation," p. 53. 
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performance in comparison vii th their peers. According to 
this writer's interpretation, therefore, separate analysis 
of the inventories indicates that conflict over the uncer-
tain goals of teaching is heightened for the individualized 
teacher caught in the dilemma or meeting the individual stud-
ent \•!here he is and meeting the district's norms of \vhere he 
should be. 
Summary 
A questionnaire designed to measure role conflict in self 
and others in each of the four areas--diffuse goals of educa-
tion, lack of autonomy, values, and commitment to teaching--
was administered to 130 teachers. A checklist constructed 
with three underlying dimensions--objectives, materials and 
rate of learning--was also administered to these teachers for 
the purpose of categorizing them into groups, ranging from 
those using individualized to those using traditional tech-
niques. It was hypothesized that teachers using individual-
ized methods would experience greater conflict than those 
using traditional methods. A 3x4x2 analysis of variance 'tli th 
repeated measures on the last two factors was performed with 
type of curricular and instructional organization as the in-
dependent factor, and area of conflict and self vs. others as 
the repeated measures. No significant difference between 
groups was found, but a significant group by area of conflict 
interaction was found. A post-facto analysis revealed that 
traditional teachers experienced greater conflict in the area 
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of values than did mixed or individualized teachers. The dir-
ectionality of this result was opposite to that predicted. A 
significant three-way interaction was also found. 
Significant main effects and a significant interaction 
v1ere found for the repeated measures. Greater conflict was 
experienced in the area of values, follm·Ted by lack of auton-
omy, diffuse goals, and commitment to teaching in that order. 
Teachers reported that others eA~er~enced greater conflict 
than they themselves did, and this effect was most marked for 
autonomy and commitment. 
Finally, the four areas of role conflict were examined 
in relation to demographic characteristics of teachers; name-
ly, age, length of time teaching and teaching level. Although 
goals and autonomy were weak variables in distinguishing 
groups of teachers, in general, it was the youngest and 
least experienced group of teachers who reported the most 
conflict in these areas. Teachers in the junior high grades 
were also higher on the scale measuring conflict over ambig-
uous goals than were the teachers in the primary and intermed-
iate grades. Values and commitment were stronger variables 
in distinguishing groups of teachers. The fact that values 
identified teachers grouped by age, length of time teaching 
and teaching level as they did when teachers were grouped by 
classroom organization necessitated cross tabulations being 
run. It was possible that the relationship established be-
tween values and type of classroom organization could be ex-
plained by the demographic characteristics mentioned above. 
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The results of the cross tabulations vrere not sufficient to 
explain the relationship established between teachers grouped 
according to the way in which they organized their classroom 
and role conflict over values. 
CHAPTER 5 
sm~1HA..~Y CONCLUSION"S Al'ID RECOHNEl'IDATIONS 
Summary 
Gerald Grace conducted an important study during the 
time period 1967 to 1970 on the intra-role conflicts of one 
hundred fifty English secondary school teachers in a pros-
perous I1idland borough. 1 In conducting the study, Grace \'las 
directly influenced by the pattern variable scheme devel-
oped by Talcott Parsons. 2 This scheme attempts to analyze a 
person's basic normative-value choices in defining his rela-
tionships to others in any social situation. It has also 
been used to categorize roles. 
According to this framework, the teacher's role has 
been characterized as essentially diffuse. It is therefore 
difficult to delimit this role because its activities are 
highly diverse. However, this diffuseness of the role does 
not preclude specific obligations from arising and demanding 
fulfillment. In other words, the need for specificity en-
ters the diffuseness of the role. ·Furthermore, this intru-
sion may be the source of internal conflict and tension. 
1Grace, Role Conflict and the Teacher. 
. 
2Parsons and Shils, eds., Towards a General Theory of 
Action. 
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Gerald Grace's study focused on this tension or conflict 
between the diffuse nature of the teacher's role and the 
specific obligations attached to it. The purpose of his 
study v;as not to validate Parson 1 s typology for categoriz-
ing roles but to use aspects of the pattern variable scheme 
for an empirical investigation of role conflict in teachers. 
To some extent, the present study is a replication of 
Grace 1 s \vork. Both studies had as their main purpose the 
examination of the eA~ent of role conflict, perceived and 
experienced in four areas related to the role's diffuseness: 
ambiguity of goals, vulnerability, pluralism of values, and 
the dilemma of role commitment vs. career.3 Furthermore, 
both studies attempted to investigate the relationship be-
tween particular categories of.teachers and particular cate-
} .. 
gories of role conflict for purposes of developing role con-
flict profiles. 
The format of the questionnaire used to measure role 
conflict in both studies was based on a model devised by 
Getzels and Guba, 4 and had three separate parts. The first 
section was designed to measure role conflict perception in 
other teachers; the second part to measure role conflict 
experience; and the final section to obtain personal data 
on the responding teacher. The present study also had a 
3\rlilson, "The Teacher's Role--A Sociological Analysis, 11 
pp. 15-32. 
4Getzels and Guba, "The Structure of Roles and Role 
Conflict in the Teaching Situation," pp. 30-39. 
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section in its survey instrument designed to obtain informa-
tion regarding the curricular and instructional organization 
of each teacher's classroom. This information was needed 
since the major independent variable for the study was the 
grouping of teachers by their classroom organizational pat-
terns. 
For purposes of this study, Grace's questionnaire items 
were incorporated into the instrument developed for measur-
ing role conflict. His instrument contained eight items in 
contrast to the sixteen items used for the final analysis of 
the data in this study. The items were presented to the re-
spondents in the form of problems which teachers might en-
counter in their work. 
In addition to the fact that eight original items were 
constructed for the role conflict instrument used in this 
research, there are other differences between the studies. 
These limit the comparison of results. The major difference 
lies in the methodologies of the respective studies. Grace 
initiated his analysis by examining the role conflict sched-
ules to determine the range of scores in each area, with 
special reference being made to the percentage of teachers 
who indicated rejection of a sub-area as problematic by rat-
ing it 0 on a scale of 0 to 4. Since the percentages were 
low for each area, he assumed that the areas were valid as 
sources of role conflict. He then dichotomized the scores 
into high and low in order to compare various groups of 
teachers on overall levels of perceived and experienced role 
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conflict as \'lell as on the four sub-areas of role conflict. 
Comparison of areas in terms of their importance as sources 
of conflict were made. Then role conflict profiles were es-
tablished for teachers. These were categorized on a number 
of dimensions. One of his major categories was high school 
type, i.e., grammar, bi-lateral and secondary modern. Grace 
applied the chi-square test to determine the significance of 
differences. 
The methodology for this study included a 3x4x2 repeated 
measures design for investigating the relationship bet\..,reen 
classroom organization and role conflict. The investigation 
of this relationship through analysis of variance techniques 
formed the major part of this study and set it apart from 
Grace's study. Nain effects from the three factors: teachers 
typed by classroom organizational patterns, the two schedules, 
and the four scales, in addition to interaction effects from 
these three factors, were systematically examined. This ex-
amination permitted role conflict profiles to be established 
for teachers according to their classroom type. It also per-
mitted comparisons to be made between overall levels of per-
ceived and experienced role conflict, and among the four 
scales in terms of their relative importance as sources of 
conflict for teachers. Analysis of variance was also used 
for the second part of this study which focused on discover-
ing relationships bet\'/een teachers who are categorized by 
personal characteristics and by areas of role conflict. 
As mentioned above, only broad comparisons can be made 
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bet\veen the t\vo studies. Grace used scores dichotooized in-
to hi~h and lovl and analyzed them through chi-square. The 
major organizational variable that he used was high school 
t;y"Pe. This \'II'i ter used mean scores since the statistical 
analysis was done through analysis of variance. The major 
organizational variable for this study was classroom organi-
zational type: traditional, mixed and individualized. 
It should also be noted that after Grace analyzed his 
data, he systematically interviewed teachers and reported 
the results of the interviews to give the interpretation of 
his results greater clarity. This writer chose not to report 
the results of interviews, since they did not significantly 
clarify the major analysis of this study. 
In spite of the above-mentioned differences, some inter-
esting observations can be made about the respective results 
of the two studies. In comparing the scores on the two 
schedules, both studies showed lower scores on Schedule II 
(personal experience of role conflict) than on Schedule I 
(perception of others' experience of role conflict). This 
result coincided with findings of Getzels5 and Guba, 6 there-
searchers who outlined the model of the two schedules util-
ized in the present study and in Grace's study. However, 
unlike this writer and the above-mentioned researchers, 
Grace attributed the lower scores on Schedule II to the 
5Getzels, "The Assessment of Personality and Prejudice 
by the Method of Paired Direct and Projective Questionnaires." 
6Guba, nRole Conflict in the Teaching Situation. 11 
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teachers' compliance with the investigator's request that 
they make a clear distinction between their perceptions and 
experiences. Guba, on the other hand, felt his analysis in-
dicated that projection could account partially for the lo\'1-
er scores on Schedule II. Examination of frequency polygons 
and of high intercorrelations between the two inventories 
influenced this assumption that both inventories were, to 
some extent, measuring personal feelings, although in dif-
ferent degrees. However, Guba did not discount a degree of 
independence for the instruments. According to his analysis, 
both inventories were able to make the discriminations for 
\'lhich they were designed. It should also be noted that Get-
zels, investigating the relationship between paired direct 
and projective questions, constructed frequency polygons 
i.vhose curves \'lere similar to those of Guba' s. This provided 
further evidence that the two inventories were not indepen-
dent to the degree that might be desired. 
This writer's assumption of projection, when the sub-
jects were asked to rate how other teachers felt about a 
given situation, is based on the result of a factor analysis 
of the instrument. This analysis was performed for the pur-
pose of establishing the conceptual dimensions of the instru-
ment. In three out of the four sub-areas of the instrument, 
the high factor loadings occurred on the same factor for 
both inventories, e.g., the variables comprising sub-area 
III (values) loaded on Factor I in both schedules. In these 
three areas, the same thing was being measured, although in 
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different degrees. However, in sub-area II (autonomy), the 
high factor loadings switched to another factor for Schedule 
II. This writer interpreted the appearance of another factor 
for this sub-area to the fact that a role has both community 
and organizational status. On Schedule I, role conflict was 
being rated by teachers according to the community status of 
the role. Traditionally, the teacher's role has low status 
in the community. In contrast to other professionals, the 
teacher is vulnerable to varied and numerous pressures, many 
of which come from outside the educational community. In 
writing about the vulnerability of American teachers, Grace 
claimed that: 
A major area of role conflict for the teacher in America 
arises out of the clash between the long-standing tradi-
tion of the teacher as a salaried employee of the com-
munity and local public servant and the aspiration of 
many teacheTs for professional status involving greater 
autonomy and cosmopolitan rather than local standards 
and values.? 
In rating the same items on Schedule II, however, teachers 
changed role-sets. Personal experience of conflict in the 
area became associated with the expectations of those in the 
school or, more specifically, in their own classrooms. In 
the classroom the teacher does have a greater degree of aut-
onomy. There are boundaries, the classroom walls for most 
teachers, and these boundaries are closely protected. With-
in these boundaries, teachers can make their own decisions 
and modify decisions made by those in the community or beyond 
?Grace, Role Conflict and the Teacher, p. 19. 
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it. Thus the lower scores for this area on Schedule II are 
reflecting the difference between the community and organi-
zational status of the role. 
According to this interpretation, a clear distinction 
between perceptions and experiences was not made by teachers. 
Rather experience was being rated on each of the four scales 
for both inventories. Nore research needs to be done on the 
use of the same instrument for two purposes, i.e., in order 
to differentiate between the situational and personalistic 
aspects of role conflict. 
This writer's interpretation that in this study the in-
struments failed to discriminate on a situational basis is 
based largely on the results of the factor analysis as dis-
cussed above. Another possible interpretation is that some 
scales lend themselves less easily to projection than others, 
and that the autonomy scale could be cited as an example of 
this. It can also be assumed that individual items on a 
schedule vary in potential for encouraging or discouraging 
projection. 
This writer's rejection of the latter interpretation is 
based on the fact that a chi-square test failed to show any 
systematic relationship between the role conflict scores on 
either schedule and the three districts cooperating in the 
study. 8 Discussions with principals, the superintendent and 
8Total role conflict scores were trichotomized (low, me-
dium, high con£lict) for the chi-square analysis. Inventory 
I' (other):X 2=2.75, d.f.=4, p< .6; Inventory II (self)::X. 2= 
8.82, d.f.=4, ~<.07. For the autonomy scale ~other):x 2= 
1.24, d.f.=4, ~< .87; autonomy scale (seli'):"X =54.6, d.i'.=4, 
p < -97. 
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teachers in each of these districts gave stronG indication 
of differences in permissiveness among the three districts. 
It \'rould appear that if situational differences were being 
measured, they \'muld surface on Inventory I (others). The 
latter is obviously based on the assumption that teachers 
use, as their point of reference, their own schools and dis-
tricts \~Then they rate other teachers' opinions on a problem 
situation. 
In summary, both Grace's study and this study resulted 
in significantly lower scores for Schedule II (self) than 
for Schedule I (others). Since "theoretical considerations 
suggest two variables as crucial to the analysis of role 
conflict: a situational variable and a personalistic vari-
able,"9 identifying these variables is important for further 
work in the field. As previously mentioned, it is commonly 
acknowledged that a person cannot totally abstract himself 
from his personal feelings about a situation. In line with 
this reasoning, higher scores on the "other11 inventory do 
not of themselves indicate anything more than difference in 
degree. What is needed, therefore, is more conclusive evi-
dence to demonstrate that this difference in degree is suf-
ficient to warrant the conclusion that the instruments are 
strong enough to distinguish the situational from the per-
sonalistic variables in role conflict. 
In addition to comparing interpretations regarding the 
9Getzels and Guba, "Role, Role Conflict and Effective-
ness: An Empirical Study," p. 173. 
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similarities in the scorin~S of the t\'10 instruments, some ob-
servations should be made about the respective importance 
that American and English teachers attached to the various 
areas of role conflict. As was predicted by Grace, American 
teachers perceive conflict over autonomy, or over the lack of 
autonomy, to be a greater problem than do their counterparts 
in England. Even though only rough comparisons can be made 
because of the different methodologies utilized in the respec-
tive studies, it is obvious that the structure of our school 
system provides more pressure in this area than does the 
English system. On the perceived scale, 47.3% of the English 
scored "high." This \'las approximately 16 percentage points 
lower than the scores for perceived conflict over divergent 
value orientations and for the dilemma over commitment to 
teaching vs. a career. The latter was slightly more important 
as a perceived area of conflict than the former. This put 
problems associated \V'i th career aspirations vs. commitment to 
teaching in the forefront as the major sources of perceived 
conflict for English teachers. This contrasts sharply with 
American teachers who experienced this as the lowest area of 
conflict and perceived it in nearly the same way. 10 
It is important to note that in Grace's study a crucial 
10some explanation of this finding concerning American 
teachers might be that only 37% of the sample were men. This 
is in contrast with the English sample which was approximate-
ly 50% men. This is a greater problem area for men than for 
women. Using the T-test, the difference between American male 
and female teachers' mean scores on the fourth scale (commit-
ment) for the Self Inventory was found to be significant at 
the .01 level. 
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variable for establishing role conflict profiles is the type 
of high school. As might be expected, teachers in secondary 
modern schools were higher in role conflict over their lack 
of autonomy than were grammar school teachers. 11 Grace saw 
this conflict as reflecting 11 marked differences in the teach-
er's evaluation of his role and profession and those of the 
general public with whom he interacted. Graduate teachers 
within such schools felt themselves to be less vulnerable in 
this respect and the indications are that the certificate in 
education as a professional qualification exposes its holders 
to a feeling of role vulnerability.n12 
American teachers, on the other hand, indicated that 
lack of autonomy was second in importance as an area of con-
flict for them on both the perceptual and experiential levels 
\llith scores of 10.1 and 7.0 respectively on a scale of 0 to 
16. As mentioned above, the importance of lack of autonomy 
as a problem for American teachers was correctly predicted by 
Grace. He also predicted that it would be of greater import-
ance to American teachers than to English teachers. He wrote: 
"Above all, a sense of autonomy emerged as being the most 
prized possession of the British school teacher, the enjoy-
ment of which prevented serious experience of role conflict 
llrn England, grammar schools .supply a high quality of 
college preparatory education. In the secondary modern or 
technical schools, the opportunities to prepare for college 
or to train for more prestigious occupations are minimal. 
The objectives or goals of the secondary modern schools are 
less certain than are those of the grammar schools. See 
Ralph H. Turner, 11 Sponsored and Contest Mobility in the 
School System," American Sociological Review 25 (December 
1960): 855-867. 
12Grace, Role Conflict and the Teacher, p. 71. 
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in this area."l3 Autonomy is not one of the most prized pos-
sessions of American school teachers, but the above difference 
in regard to American teachers• perception and experience of 
conflict over lack of autonomy warrants further study. 
In the sub-area of values, conflict registered as a ser-
ious problem in both studies. As Grace noted "• • • the emer-
gence of value conflict as the most important area of role 
conflict experience for the sample as a ,.,hole is yet further 
evidence of the concern which many teachers have for this sec-
tor of their role."14 Sixty-three percent of English teach-
ers had high scores for perceived conflict over values; where-
as 36% scored high in this area for role conflict experience. 
Throughout the reporting of his results, Grace accounted for 
the difference between the percentage of high and low scorers 
on the schedulesto the greater discriminatory power of Sched-
ule II with its focus on direct personal experience. The 
analysis of variance techniques utilized in the present study 
did not show any such pattern. Only the Values scale was 
strong enough to differentiate teachers by classroom organi-
zational patterns; in fact, it distinguished teachers on both 
schedules. Furthermore, when teachers were grouped by age 
and by years of teaching, it was schedule I (others) that 
served to separate groups of teachers on this dimension of 
role conflict. For both studies there was the pattern of 
older teachers expressing greater concern over value conflicts 
13Ibid., p. 71. 
14Ibid. 
-
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than younger teachers. 
vfuen one compares the conflict over ambiguities of edu-
cational goals with the expressed conflict in the other sub-
areas, teachers in both samples expressed less concern. 
Grace writes: 
Conflict arlslng from role diffuseness or ambiguity 
was not a prevalent condition of the teaching situa-
tion in general, although men teachers, particularly 
if working in secondary modern schools, were prone to 
relatively high levels of conflict perception and ex-
perience.l5 
This area provided interesting results for the present 
study. It was the only area in which there was little or no 
difference between traditional and mixed teachers experience 
and perception of role conflict. As a matter of fact, tradi-
tional teachers had a slightly higher mean score for their 
experience of problems in this area than for their percep-
tion of it in others. Individualized teachers, on the other 
hand, followed the pattern of the other scales when they rated 
their experience and perception of role conflict in this area •. 
If the assumption is accepted that people tend to impute to 
others feelings that they themselves have, this finding has 
interesting implications for individualized teachers. It 
would seem to confirm Grace's observation that teachers in-
volved in new teaching and learni~g methods "had found a 
higher level of interest among their pupils as a result of 
these approaches but that there was also evidence of some 
concern over what had been accomplished in actual learning."16 
l5Ibid., p. 58. 16Ibid., p. 107. 
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Grace, however, had only a small number of teachers who were 
involved in classroom organizational changes. This fact did 
not allovT him to dravl any firm conclusions about the rela-
tionship between changing concepts of the teacher's role and 
exposure to conflict associated with role diffuseness. Never-
theless, he did see the need for more research in the area. 
The finding from the present study indicates that changing 
organizational patterns in the classroom are suggestive of 
the need for more intensive study of this area. 
In concluding the comparison between the present study 
and that of Grace, it may be said that both studies resulted 
in teachers rating their perception of conflict in others as 
being greater than their ovm. Furthermore, in comparing rela-
tive importance of areas of conflict, both American and Eng-
lish teachers rated conflict over values as being the greatest. 
One possible interpretation of this finding is that teachers 
are unsure of their own values in this time of dramatic 
change in values in both countries. Conflict over lack of 
autonomy showed itself to be a greater problem in the United 
States than in England. English teachers, on the other hand, 
expressed more concern over the fact that movement along 
career lines involves departure from the classroom for the 
majority of teachers. Finally, teachers as a whole, in both 
studies, saw conflict associated with the ambiguities of 
goals in teac~ing as the least significant of the four con-
------~. 
f·lict areas presented to them. 
In terms of profiling teachers along the length-of-time-
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teaching dimension, the more conflicted teachers in the Eng-
lish sample were teachers with more than ten years experi-
ence. This was true for each of the four areas of conflict, 
although the difference was not generally significant. In 
the present study, in three out of the four areas, the least 
experienced teachers expressed the greatest concern. The 
only exception was in the area of values. In this area, it 
was the most experienced teachers who rated conflict in the 
area as being the most important. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
Comparisons between the two studies revealed broad simi-
larities and differences in their respective results and 
pointed to the need of further work in the area of role con-
flict. As discussed above, more research needs to be done on 
the dual administration of a survey instrument for the purpose 
of differentiating between the personalistic and situational 
aspects of role conflict. Edgerton writes: 
Until structural sources of tension are recognized and 
managed, merely personal resolution of tensions remain 
illusory and transitory. In other words, the usual 
psychological orientation in education that accounts 
for tension and conflict strictly in terms of person-
ality shortcomings is not enough.l7 
In order to isolate the sources of tension from personality 
shortcomings, accurate measures of each are needed. This 
study had for its major purpose the examination of the rela-
tionships between the organization of the classroom and role 
17susan Edgerton, "Teachers in Role Conflict: The Hidden 
Dilemma," Phi Delta Kappan 59 (October 1977): 120. 
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conflict on a situational and personalistic basis. The rela-
tionship between personal characteristics of teachers and role 
conflict was also examined. Analysis of the results indi-
cated that administering the role conflict schedule twice 
to discriminate between the situational and personalistic 
aspects of role conflict was not effective in this study. 
The patterns that emerged when results of the two schedules 
were compared was that the scores from schedule II (self) 
were consistently lower than those from schedule I (others) 
and significance in an area was generally found on both sched-
ules. Since schedule II was designed to measure personal 
experience of role conflict, this writer expected stronger 
evidence of its ability to differentiate groups determined 
by personal characteristics. Additional research needs to 
be done with this model, the dual administration of an instru-
ment, to further test its potential for differentiating be-
tween the personal and situational in role conflict. 
Another finding from the study that warrants further 
investigation is the fact that, generally, younger teachers 
expressed more concern over the problematic situations pre-
sented than the older teachers. Of particular interest is 
the relationship between years of teaching and conflict over 
autonomy, since the least experienced teachers expressed 
greater concern over this issue than the more experienced 
teachers. The question that needs investigation is whether 
teachers do become more autonomous in relation to their ex-
perience or whether their expectations for decision-making 
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pmver diminish. Related to this issue is the question of 
whether teachers' expectations regarding their status as 
professionals gives way to accepting themselves as techni-
cians as they become more experienced. 
Further \vork also needs to be done on the relationship 
between change or innovation in schools and role conflict. 
Corwin discussing his study of the Teacher Corps noted that 
"there were small positive correlations between innovation 
and the number of teachers reporting that the program had 
18 
created problems for them." He further commented that 
these correlations supported the idea that conflict often 
accompanies change. The present study did not support this 
notion of conflict accompanying change, when change was de-
fined in terms of classroom organization. Individualized 
teachers demonstrated lower conflict than traditional teach-
ers. This finding was interpreted in terms of social pres-
sure for greater individualization which caused conflict for 
the traditional teachers. According to this interpretation, 
pressure for change had a greater impact on producing con-
flict than did the change itself. 
In conclusion, more research is needed to support or 
deny the assertions made about role conflict for teachers. 
This study has raised questions about the effects on change 
on teachers. Does the pressure for change cause greater con-
flict for teachers than organizational change itself? The 
· 
1~onald G. Corwin, Education in Crisis: A Sociological 
Analysis of Schools and Universities in Transition (New York: 
JohriV/iley and Sons, Inc., 1972), p. 349. 
study has also raised questions about teachers' problems 
over their lack of decision-maldng pO\Iler in the schools. 
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Are teachers in more conflict over the lo\'l status of their 
role than they are over the degree of decision-making pm·1er 
that they actually have in their work? This is a particu-
larly interesting question in light of the changes that the 
schools have eA~erienced in the last two decades. These 
changes have affected curriculum, instruction and evalua-
tion. Yet, if one examines the origin of many of these 
changes, including the present pressure for greater account-
ability from teachers concretized in the form of legislation 
mandating competency testing, there is little evidence to 
support the notion that these changes have originated with 
teachers or even from their professional organizations. 
Further questions were raised by the study regarding the 
effects that teaching experience has on the expectations 
that teachers have regarding themselves as professionals. 
All of these questions and other related to role conflict 
should have priority for researchers interested in teachers 
and their effectiveness in the classroom. 
Limitations of the Study 
Since the summary of this study and the areas for fur-
ther research have been presented, it is now appropriate 
that the limitations of the study be discussed. The de-
sign of the study called for an investigation of the rela-
tionship between type of classroom organization and role 
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conflict. The dependent and independent variables were de-
fined respectively as the measure of role conflict a~d the 
t;ype of classroom org-anization. The major hypothesis stated 
that individualized teachers experience significantly great-
er role conflict than do traditional or mixed teachers. In 
other 'l.·lords, classroom structure could be a causative agent 
of role conflict. 
Analysis of the data shO\•red that a significant differ-
ence in value conflict did exist ~~ong teacher types. How-
ever, the direction of the result was opposite to that pre-
dicted. Among the three groups of teachers it l.•TaS the tra-
ditional teachers who reported significantly greater con-
flict over values. Furthermore, they reported greater con-
flict over their lack of autonomy and over their goals of 
teaching than did the individualized or mixed teachers; 
however, these differences were not significant. 
The fact that value conflict identified teachers grouped 
according to classroom organization was given a situational 
interpretation by the writer. Classroom organization be-
came the causative agent of the conflict. Specifically, 
classroom organization based on traditional modes produced 
greater conflict over values in teachers than did the indi-
vidualized or mixed classroom. Social forces favoring the 
individualized type of organization provided the major 
explanation advanced for the interpretation of this finding. 
The above interpretation is in line with the sociologi-
cal perspective of examining role conflict as a fact of the 
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environment of a person. The Getzels and Guba study19 as-
sumes this perspective \'lhen these authors exaoine the 
problem of the relationship betvreen school and community 
as represented by the demands made upon teachers. These 
researchers conceptualize mru1y of the demands made by the 
teachers' publics as a source of conflict. They find that 
the conflict may be situationally variant; i.e., the con-
flict may be greater in one school than in another. Fur-
thermore, the role conflict can also be dependent on per-
sonal situations. When teachers are categorized by per-
sonal characteristics, such as age, length of time teaching 
and other personal factors, role conflict has the potential 
of identifying groups of teachers. 
The writer had further reinforcement for this interpre-
tation from empirical studies outlined in Chapter 2. Stud-
ies done by Cohen20 and f1oeller21 may be cited as examples 
of this perspective. Cohen studied the effects of the open 
classroom upon the relationship between ambition and dis-
satisfaction. Moeller looked at the degree of bureaucracy 
in a school as a factor in determining a teacher's sense 
of power. In summary, group differences in attitudes or 
conflicts or reactions may be attributed to varying 
l9Getzels and Guba, "The Structure of Roles and Role 
Conflict in the Teaching Situation," pp. 30-39. 
20cohen, "Open-Space Schools: The Opportunity to Be-
come Ambitious, 11 pp. 143-161. 
21Hoeller, 11 Bureaucracy and Teachers' Sense of Power. 11 
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structures according to the sociological perspective. 
This assumption that the situational factor is the de-
termining factor in role conflict is precisely where the 
major limitation of the study resides. There is no hard 
evidence to refute a psychological perspective from being 
taken. For ex~~ple, a teacher may be experiencing role 
conflict over values and this conflict influences his/her 
decision to remain traditional in classroom organization. 
It would, therefore, be the conflict that effects choice 
of classroom type rather than the classroom type ef£ecting 
role conflict. 
An interpretation based on the psychological perspec-
tive may have its origin in a variety of psychological 
concepts. In the above-mentioned case, teachers experi-
encing conflict over values may be using a defense mechan-
ism, such as rationalization, to justify the decision of 
remaining traditional. Teachers could rationalize that 
children need the order and routine of the traditional 
classroom when, in fact, it is their own need for stabil-
ity that is the underlying factor in the choice of class-
room type. In other words, the conflict over values is at 
the base of the decision to be in a traditional classroom 
for these teachers. 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to present an 
in-depth discussion of the further implications for this 
study if it were to use a psychological rather than a 
sociological perspective for interpretative purposes. 
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It suffices to say that there is much evidence to support 
the sociological interpretation, even though the possibil-
ity that the psychological perspective is appropriate for 
interpretative purposes cannot be discounted. It remains 
for future researchers to distinguish the tension caused 
by structural sources from the tension caused by psycholog-
ical factors. I1ore v1ork in this area will enable research-
ers to more accurately determine ho\"l structure is related 
to role conflict in the school setting. 
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APPENDIX 
Loyola University 
Chicago, Illinois 
Dear Teacher: 
APPENDIX 
I would greatly appreciate your help with a study on which 
I am currently working. Its purpose is to discover more 
about \vhat troubles teachers and to suggest some reasons 
for the existence of conflict situations. 
Enclosed are three Inventories that are of primary impor-
tance to the study. You are asked to respond to each of 
the items on the Inventories with as much accuracy as you 
can. Please be assured that your answers will be kept 
confidential. If you are interested in the preliminary 
results of the study and want to cooperate in a follow-up, 
you may sign your name at the end of the questionnaire. 
Thank you very much for your valuable assistance. Without 
it the study would not be possible. Hopefully, through 
your cooperation, knowledge will be gained that might in 
some way profit each of us in the teaching profession. 
Sincerely yours, 
Elizabeth Drugan 
Graduate Department of Education 
Loyola University 
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Inventory I 
Classroom Organization 
Instructions 
Listed below is a series of statements describing classroom 
organization on the curricular and instructional levels. 
The purpose of this Inventory is to determine the way in 
which learners' goals and objectives are selected, instruc-
tional materials are chosen, and the rate of learning is 
decided in your classroom. There are three sections to this 
inventory. You are asked to circle the number of one state-
ment from each of the sections. The statements whose numbers 
you circle should describe as closely as possible your class-
room practices on these levels. If you alternate practices 
according to the subject you are teaching, please circle the 
number of the statement which describes the practice you use 
most frequently. Please circle only one number from each 
section. 
I Goals 
1. Classroom goals or objectives are determined by 
the teacher for the group on the basis of what is 
found to be needed by, or of interest to, most 
members of the group. 
2. Goals or objectives are selected by the teacher 
for the individual learners who work toward dif-
ferent objectives determined on the basis of their 
needs and interests. 
3. Goals or objectives are selected by the learner 
with guidance from the teacher. 
II Materials 
1. The materials the learner uses are determined by 
the teacher and all learners use essentially the 
same instructional materials and equipment to 
accomplish objectives. 
2. The materials the learners use are determined by 
the teacher but the individual learners use dif-
ferent instructional materials to accomplish 
individually prescribed objectives. 
3. The individual learner determines the materials 
which he/she will use to accomplish selected 
objectives. 
III Rates 
1. All learners proceed toward selected goals or 
objectives at a rate deemed appropriate for the 
group as a whole. 
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2. Learners proceed toward selected goals or objec-
tives at varying rates determined on an individual 
basis in relation to the learner's needs and 
abilities 
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Inventory II 
Schedules I and II 
Instructions 
Listed bel0\'1 is a series of statements, each of \vhich is 
descriptive of a situation that relates to teachers. The 
purpose of this Inventory is t\'lo-fold: to determine the ex-
tent to which you think these situations are problematic 
for teachers, and to determine the degree to which you per-
sonally are troubled by them when they do exist. 
On Schedule I of the Inventory you are to use as the criter-
ion for your judgment the extent to which you think the 
situation is problematic for teachers regardless of your 
~ersonal experience of the situation described. On Schedule 
II you are to use as the criterion for your judgment the 
eA~ent to which you personally feel troubled by the situation 
if you have experienc3d it as a problem. In general, the 
i terns of the Inventory follov.r the same structure, making some 
assertion about teachers, and contrasting this assertion \'lith 
a statement about another group of people or set of conditions. 
In rating each item, you are to consider primarily the asser-
tion itself rather than whether or not you agree with the 
contrasting statement. 
Sample Item 
Area II, #1. The teacher, unlike many professional practi-
tioners, is subject to a variety of conflicting 
opinions as to how he should carry out his 
professional work. 
In this example, the portion of the item which reads, nunlike 
many professional practitioners" is included merely to under-
line the assertion that teachers are subject to a variety of 
conflicting opinions as to how they should carry out their 
professional work. 
Each item is followed by a series of numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. 
You are to rate each item according to the following code: 
0. Not a problem at all 
1. A problem of little importance 
2. A problem of moderate importance 
3. A problem of great importance 
4. A problem of very great importance 
The terms next to the numbers are not precise descriptions 
of the five points of the scale, but are used merely to 
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indicate that "0" is the l0\-1 point of the scale and 11 4 11 is 
the high point. 
In piloting this survey, it was found that most teachers 
finished it in tv1enty to thirty minutes. Please be assured 
of the confidentiality and respect \'lith \vhich your response 
v.rill be treated. 
Schedule I 
The follm'ling statements refer to possible problems that are 
involved in the teacher's work. Regardless of ¥our personal 
e~eriences of these problems, will you please ~ndicate 
w~ther you see them as actual problems for teachers, and if 
so, hO\'l important your believe them to be in the teaching 
situation. 
Scale: This seems to me to be 
o. Not a nroblem at all 
1. A probiem of little importance 
2. A problem of moderate importance 
3. A problem of great importance 
4. A problem of very great importance. 
Circle the number at the right of each statement to indicate 
your response. 
Area I 
1. Many occupations give clear "knowledge of 
results 11 to practitioners, but teaching 
by its very nature can do this only to 
a limited extent. 
2. The teachers work requires a considerable 
input of energy and yet for all this the 
teacher can never be certain of what he 
has accomplished with his pupils. 
3. Satisfaction is derived from evidence of 
doing a job successfully, but for the 
teacher, it is becoming increasingly 
necessary to depend on a 11 sense of 
achievement11 rather than on definite 
results as a measure of success. 
4. Since no one has set definite limits to 
classroom responsibilities for American 
teachers, they are frustrated in trying 
to attain goals that are impossible to 
achieve. 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 1 2 3 4 
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Area II 
1. The teacher, unlike many professional prac- 0 1 2 3 4 
titioners, is subject to a 11 variety of 
conflicting opinions" as to h0\'1 he should 
carry out his professional work. 
2. The teacher is a professional practi- 0 1 2 3 4 
tioner, but despite this is generally 
treated as if he were not. 
3. Although professional judgment might seem 0 1 2 3 4 
to be the logical determinant in the 
matter of selecting curriculum materials, 
in actuality, classroom teachers often 
have little to say about the materials 
they can make available to their students. 
4. Although the teacher as a transmitter of 0 1 2 3 4 
learning is expected to be an expert, the 
community (parents, school board, etc.) 
with its conflicting demands, denies the 
teacher the autonomy necessary for effec-
tive change in curricular and instruc-
tional processes. 
Area III 
1. The teacher is expected to uphold such 0 1 2 3 4 
traditional values and standards as hon-
esty and respect for persons and property, 
yet at the same time society in general 
largely ignores these values and standards. 
2. In a society that is becoming skeptical 0 1 2 3 4 
and permissive, it is increasingly dif-
ficult for teachers to maintain tradi-
tional values and standards. 
3. The community expects the school to be an 0 1 2 3 4 
instrument of social change and reform, 
but refuses teachers the right to allow 
students freedom to challenge existing 
social values in classroom discussions. 
4. vfuile the community expects the teacher 0 1 2 3 4 
to represent such traditional values as 
integrity, tolerance, and loyalty, it 
liberally exposes students to values of 
a very different kind through the mass 
media and many other ways. 
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5. Our cultural values point to prizing ease 0 1 2 3 4 
and sociability but teachers are expected 
to motivate students to sacrifice immediate 
gratification for eventual achievement and 
rev;ard. 
6. \~'hile parents assert that their children's 0 1 2 3 4 
gaining knowledge in school is a primary 
value, at the same time these same parents 
are much more interested in achievement 
scores than evidence of real learning. 
Area IV 
1. To obtain promotion, the teacher must 
be mobile and "gain experience," yet the 
nature of the work ideally requires a 
sustained relationship with particular 
groups of pupils. 
0 1 2 3 4 
2. In this society which stresses 11 getting 0 1 2 3 4 
on," it is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult for the teacher to stay committed 
to a particular school. 
3. Society considers the successful teacher 0 1 2 3 4 
to be one who has learned to adapt teach-
ing methods and materials to the greatest 
possible development of each learner as-
signed to him, yet rewards this teacher 
by moving him away from the client he is 
trained to serve. 
4. According to educators, continuity and 0 1 2 3 4 
stability of staff are of great importance 
to a school, yet the committed teacher is 
not adequately compensated through salary 
increases in the school and is placed in 
a position of seeking change for increased 
remuneration. 
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Schedule II 
In the previous schedule you were asked \'Thether you saw 
certain suggested problems as actual problems in the teach-
ing situation. Will you please indicate here vlhether any 
of these problems has caused you any personal concern (i.e., 
~hat you have felt this problem and been to some extent 
troubled by it). If so, \'Till you please indicate to \vhat 
eJ...'tent. 
Scale: I have personally felt this as a problem 
0. Not at all 
1. To a small extent 
2. To a moderate extent 
3. To a great extent 
4. To a very great extent 
Circle the number at the right of each statement to indi-
cate your response. 
Area I 
1. Nany occupations give clear "knmvledge of 0 1 2 3 4 
results" to practitioners, but teaching 
by its very nature can do this only to a 
limited extent. 
2. The teacher's work requires a considerable 0 1 2 3 4 
input of energy and yet for all this the 
teacher can never be certain of \-That he 
has accomplished with his pupils. 
3. Satisfaction is derived from evidence of 0 1 2 3 4 
doing a job successfully, but for the 
teacher, it is becoming increasingly 
necessary to depend on a "sense of 
achievement" rather than on definite 
results as a measure of success. 
4. Since no one has set definite limits to 0 1 2 3 4 
classroom responsibilities for American 
teachers, they are frustrated in trying 
to attain goals that are impossible to 
achieve. 
Area II 
1. The teacher, unlike many professional 
practitioners, is subject to a "variety 
of conflicting opinions" as to how he 
should carry out his professional work. 
0 1 2 3 4 
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2. The teacher is a professional practi- 0 1 2 3 4 
tioner, but despite this is generally 
treated as if he were not. 
3. Although professional judgment might seem 0 1 2 3 4 
to be the logical determinant in the mat-
ter of selecting curriculum materials, 
in actuality, classroom teachers often 
have little to say about the materials 
they can mru~e available to their students. 
4. Although the teacher as a transmitter of 0 1 2 3 4 
learning is expected to be an expert, the 
community (parents, school board, etc.) 
\'lith its conflicting demands, denies the 
teacher the autonomy necessary for effec-
tive change in curricular and instruc-
tional processes. 
Area III 
1. The teacher is expected to uphold such 0 1 2 3 4 
traditional values and standards as hon-
esty and respect for persons and property, 
yet at the same time society in general 
largely ignores these values and standards. 
2. In a society that is becoming skeptical 0 1 2 3 4 
and permissive, it is increasingly diffi-
cult for teachers to maintain traditional 
values and standards. 
3. The community expects the school to. be an 0 1 2 3 4 
instrument of social change and reform, 
but refuses teachers the right to allow 
students freedom to challenge existing 
social values in classroom discussions. 
4. While the community expects the teacher 0 1 2 3 4 
to represent such traditional values as 
integrity, tolerance, and loyalty, it 
liberally exposes students to values of 
a very different kind through the mass 
media and many other ways 
5. Our cultural values point to prizing ease 0 1 2 3 4 
and sociability but teachers are expected 
to motivate students to sacrifice immediate 
gratification for eventual achievement and 
re'lttard. 
6. vfuile parents assert that their children's 0 1 2 3 4 
gaining knowledge in school is a primary 
value, at the same time these same parents 
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are much more interested in achievement 
scores than evidence of real learning. 
Area IV 
1. To obtain promotion, the teacher must be 0 1 2 3 4 
mobile and "gain experience," yet the 
nature of the work ideally requires a 
sustained relationship with particular 
groups of pupils. 
2. In this society which stresses "getting 0 1 2 3 4 
on, 11 it is becoming increasingly diffi-
cult for the teacher to stay committed 
to a particular school. 
3. Society considers the successful teacher 0 1 2 3 4 
to be one who has learned to adapt teach-
ing methods and materials to the greatest 
possible development of each learner as-
signed to him, yet rewards this teacher 
by moving him away from the client he is 
trained to serve. 
4. According to educators, continuity and 0 1 2 3 4 
stability of staff are of great importance 
to a school, yet the committed teacher is 
not adequately compensated through salary 
increases in the school and is placed in 
a position of seeking change for increased 
remuneration. 
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Personal Information Questionnaire 
No. 
The information requested in this questionnaire is necessary 
in order to permit certain comparisons to be made \'lith the 
results of the Inventories \'lhich you have filled out. The 
responses that you give will be held in the strictest confi-
dence, and no one associated \vith your school will have 
access to them. 
1-3. 
(Do not \'~ite in this space) 
4-5. Age (Last birthday): 
6. Sex (Circle appropriate number): 
1 Hale 
2 Female 
7-8. How long have you been teaching? (Closest number of 
years): 
9-10. How long have you been employed by the system in which 
you now teach? (Closest number of years): 
11-12. How long have you been employed by the school in which 
you now teach? (Closest number of years): 
13. Marital status (Circle appropriate number): 
1 Single 
2 Married 
3 Other (e.g., separated, \vidov1ed, etc.) 
14-15. vfuat is the level on which you teach? (Circle one 
number between 01 and 04.) 
01 
02 
03 
04 
Pre-school children (kindergarten, etc.) 
Primary grades (grades 1, 2, 3) 
Intermediate ~rades (grades 4, 5, 6) 
Upper grades (grades 7, 8) 
16-17. Vfuat is the area in which you do the majority of your 
teaching? (Circle one number between 05 and 17.) If 
your time is evenly-aivided among several areas, 
circle the ~ number which designates the area for 
which you are primarily trained. If you are in a 
self-contained classroom circle number 16. 
05 English 
06 Art 
07 Nusic 
08 Foreign Language 
09 Home Economics 
10 Industrial and Vocational Arts 
12 I·Iathematics 
13 Physical Education 
14 Science 
15 Social Studies 
16 Self-contained classroom 
18. Formal Education (Circle highest level achieved): 
1 0-2 years of college 
2 2-4 years of college 
3 Hold Bachelor's degree 
L~ Graduate \vork beyond the Bachelor's degree 
5 Hold Master's degree 
6 Graduate ',york beyond the !'·Taster 1 s degree 
7 Hold Doctor's degree 
19. Undergraduate Grade Point Average (Circle closest 
approximation): 
1 3.6-4.0 
'::> 3.0-3.5 '-
3 2.5-2.9 
4 2.0-2.4 
5 1.5-1.9 
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20. Do you feel that you are now teaching the subject or 
subjects v1hich are most in line with your interests? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
21. Do you feel that you are now teaching the subject or 
subjects which you are most competent to teach? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
22. Do you feel adequately trained for the instructional 
techniques (traditional or individualized) that you 
presently use? 
1 Yes 
2 No 
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